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POTENTIAL -OF TELEVISION IN EDUCATING

r CHILDREN '

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND.
COMMERCE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
CONSUMER FROTEcTION, AND FINANCE, COMMITTEE . ON
EDUCATION AND LABOR, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittees, met, pursuant to notice," at 9:40 a.m., in room"

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man, Subcommittee bn Elementary, ndary and Vocational
Education). and Timothy E. Wirth (c an of the Subcommittee
on Teledommuilications, Consumer Pro on and Finance) presid-

.

mg...., . .'
Mr. PERKINS Let us close the door there, : d the committee will

come rder.
This o o ruing the SUbCOmmittee on Elementary, Secondary and

Vocational Education of the Education and Labor Committee and
the Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection
and Finance of the Energy and Commerce Committee are conduct-
ing an oversight committee on' the educational potential of televi-
sion. I commend Chairman Wirth and the Telecommunications
Subcommittee for initiating this hearing.

Our purpose this morning is to exankine the ways in which tele-
vision can have a positive impact on our ghildren's education. I be-

,' lieve this inquiry is especially appropriate at a time when many
national reports are pointing out weaknesses in our schools. I look
forward to hearing' the testimony of the distinguished- witnesses we .,

have-Scheduled this morning.
Before we commence, I will call on Mr, Wirth at this time for a

. ^speech.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank yott very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you and our colleagues on the Education Com-

mittee for the beginning of what I think is a long and potentially
fruitful relationship between the two committees in our concern
about the relationshipmo broadcasting and education.

As you ou Chairman, over the last several months
there ha a variety of studies, blue ribbon commissions
and others"raising the issue of education and the crisis of education
facing our country. Now, what is remarkable to me is that those
studies do not referenee what goes On outside of the four walls of
the classroom. There are two other very, very broad influences.

. (1)



One ig the chges that are going on among our working popula-
tion: Single parent families and two working parents. What impli-
cation does .,that have for kids? What do kids do when they come
home from school? ,

Second, elearly, what arg the impacts of television? We have over
a long period of time in this country debated up one side and down
the other the ramifications of education. However, we have fo-
cussed only briefly on -what might be going on in the area of televi-
sion. And today I think it is up to us to try again to look once mow
at what television, can do and what the implications of television
will be for our yoting.

Recently, the National Science Foundation concluded a study of
American edueatiarband recommended that an hour a day of corn-'
mercial broadcasting on television be devoted to children's pro-
graming. Today, I am introducing legislation to implement this rec-
ommendation. '- ,

If we look at the data, k is alarming how very little- attention is
paid to children on television. A recent study conducted by the sub-
committee shows that less than 1. petcent of weekly air time is
devotedlo, educational or informational programing for television on
commercial broadcasting. Twice that am ,unt is devoted to cartoons.

We have an obligation to provide m programing to our chiV
dren. I hope that My colleagues will f. on this legislation and
that together we can understand h. we Can better educate and
socialize our young---a national thatthat we aikfeel Must certainly
be in the forefront of the NEiti4on's attention again.

Chairman Perkins, I aga.thank, you for' having this hearing
today; and for cosponsoring this legislation with me. I look forward
to working with you and all of our other colleagues., 4.

[Mr. Wirth's prepared statement follows:
STATEMENT OF HON. TIMOTHY E. WIRTH

Good morning. Today the Subcomnttee on Telecommunications, Consumer Pro-
tection and Finance and the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocation-

, al Education begin hearings on the potential of televisibn educating our children. I
would like to thank my good friend and colleague Chairman Perkins for co-hosting

this importruit hearing, on issues that have generally been treated in a mutually ex-
clusive fashioneducation and television. I gun hopeful that today's hearing will
begin a partnership. between cLur two Subcommittees toward a greater and more ef-
fective utilization of telecommunications technologies for the positive ,educational
benefit of Ameiicans.

Over the past several months a series of blue ribbon commissions have pointed to
the ;educational crisis facing our country. They have suggested that we are 1
ground in competing with the rest of the wo 1 in an increasingly technological
Notably, a, recent report by a Nationgil Science Board commission calls broadca
"!the most pervasive olgllum of informal learning today" and outlines several, stig-

aiggletions to improve television's positive educational impact on chil4rezi.
here no question that television has' an enormous impact oh all Amen
especially on our children who are young, impressionable and generally vuln

able to what they perceive as the world 'around them. For children, tel
become so pervasive an influence that by the time the average child f
school he or-she has spent an astonishing 10,000 to 1 &,000 hours in front of the y e-
vision set tnore time than in'the classroom. Moreover, today we know that televi-
sion can teach a wide variety of skills and behaviors. But what kind of skills' and
behaviors are we teaching2Decades of study have shown that in both laboratory
and field tests, television violence leads to aggressive behavior in children and ado-
lescents who watch the program. But what about the positive results of television?

gts
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We are now seeing thefrUits of a generation of children wlio were weaned on-
'Sessame Street." Pioneered by our excellent puiIià broadcasting system, children
who regularly watched the program have ran& higher in verbal ability; intelli-
gence, coerdination and attitude toward school than children who watched =infra-

or not at all. We can see from this program and.reseacch pe others, that .
is no question that television can iiignifimintly aid me in reversing the

of recent trends toward educational mediocrity. .
For those of us involved in commumeations, it is no secret that the Federal Cora-

inunications Commission (FCC) has long recognised the great educhtional potential.
that.television promises. In fact, the FCC has been involved in issues relating to

's television programming filr 20 years. In 1960, the FCC specified, children
e of several groups whoee programme* needs must be met by television

Recognizing the dearth of wovamming for children in 1974 the FCC issued a
statement whirl concluded that under the law, broadcasters have a "special

ligation to serve children" and mandated that commerical broadcasters voluntar-
ily make a meaningful effort" to improve the amount of programming designed for .
children. .

With great hoopla, broadcasters set about to voluntarily increase . 1

. for children. But, in 1979, after 5 years pf effort, the FCC discovered that
for Children had increased by less than one hoer per week. Because the FCC

believed that this was not a meaningful' effort a rulemaking was begun in 1979 ti
again attempt to address the special and important needs of children:

Although several FCC hearings On this issue have been held and voluminous com-
ments have been received, the FCC has taken no further action toward making
broadcast television more responsive to our nation's youth.

Throughout the development of this-kidvid stalemate, I know that many of my
colleagues have heard from broadcasters that they serve the public interest, and,
that any regulation in their area is unwarranted. But what have we gotten from
voluntary efforts bg thiainduetry to increase programming for children?

In an effort to better understand what is being done today my Subcommittee sent
a questionnaire to every commercial television station in the nation. Although Con-
-gressional requests usually elicit high response rates, we received raiponses from
orgy 40 percent of the stationsstations that I might add are probably providing
better public service programming given their openness and willingness to reply to
the Subcommittee.

Last night I received the first computerized data from our suriey: Reinilis On chil-
dren's programming show that this nation's commercial broadcasters'devote ordy 61
minutes a week to educational pfokramming for children, or % of one percent Qf
their daily .air time; while cartoons make up 152 minutes of children's program

Including all other programming, such as game shows, according to the broad-
- cast industries own responses, stations on average air a grand total of only 41/2

hours per week for our children. That, sadly enough tran ssJnt about 3
percent of total air time being devoted to our children.

Frankly, I am amazed at, and deeply disappointed by And I am
V sure that our figures are vastly understated when it comes n programmin,

since a glance at any TV Guide will show that on Saturday alone there is
more cartoon programming than stations have listed as their tobus.

Moreover, which stations would you think air lbw shows? The wealthier ..major
network affiliates or the independent stations? Our data shows that, surprisingly,
independent stations air twice as many minutes of children's programing each
week as the network affiliates..

For over a decade we have tried voluntary programs. We have asked the broad-
cast licensees nicely to increase their childson's programming because it's in the
public interest, it furthers education and it is good for the country. And what has
been the response? Basically nothing.

. So, today I would like to'do something about this serious lack of-broadcaster re-
sponsiveness. Today I am introducing the "Children's Television Education Act. of
1983" which 'adopts the forthright suggestion of the National Science Bogrd and -re-
quires every television broadcast station to air a minimum of one hour per day of
programming specifically designed to enhance the education of our nation's chil-
dren. Because television's educational potential is tremendous, yet largely unrea-
lized, I am hoping that this modest proposal .will be a first step. toward providing the
impetus for increased and meaningful programming designed for children. Televi-
sion cannot be a substitute for our teachers and our schools but it can certainly en-
hance a child's learning experience.

I am looking forward to hearing from our most distinguished expert witnesses
today on what we know about television, and what the Coligress can do to promote

32-305 0-84--2 8



its positive educational values. Our Iiitnesees include Dr. Sharon Robinson from the
NEA, trace Reisinger, past presided of the National PTA; Lloyd Morrisett, repre-
senting the Children's Television Workshop and tire Markle Foundation; Gerald
Lesser, Dr. Eft-Rubenstein, Dr. Edwin Cohen, froin the Agency for Instructicsia' 1
Television; Dr. William%Baker, President Television for Group W Broadcasting; Dr.
John Abel from the -National Association of Broadcasters; and Bill Singer, repre-
senting Prime Time St.hool Television.

I welcome all ofyogoand thank you for sharing your expertise with us on this
important issue. .°

4

Mr. PERKIDtS Panel 1 is Dr. Sharon Robinson
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairnian.
Mr. PERKINS. Excuse me, Mr. Biaggi. Go ahead,--Mr. Biaggi.
Mi. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman -

I would like to commend my colleague, Mr. Wirth, for his initia-
tiv.e in this undertaking. I think it is critical. It is one that deserves
an I.mdertaking and-I hope it brings forth some produetive legisla-
tion.

We have an abundance of research that points to the impact of
television upon children. In my mind what we have not focused
upon is the impact of negative stereotyping -in television program-
ing upon children, and I am anxious to hear from the witnesses to
see how television can reinforce negative stereotypes as well as

to new ones.
the author of legislation .thai would create a bureau within

e Federal Communications -Commission to "monitor negative,
ethnic stereotyping in television, I would hope we could .look at
some of those issues today. Right now, concerned parents and edu-
cators have 'really little recourse. available -to_ them other than to
allow their children to view negative stereotypes.. I would hope we
could improve the track -record of the broadcast industry: in this
area.

I look forward to the" testimony and hope that it will be, usefitor
us toward this end.

With relation to the 1 hour Chairman Wirth makes reference to,
_ in addition to the quantity, I would certainly hope that the, televi-.

sion broadcasting industry would deal with quality as. well, because
there is no question that the power of television is awesome. If you
couple that with the presence of teachers, tliekprocess of learning is
magnified some tenfold.by television.

In this area, Mr. Chairman, it is one that we should be looking .
at, especially when you consider the Crisis in educationespecially
when enunciated by the President of the United States. This could
be a very substantial instrument for remedying that condition.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PERKINS. Does anyone else care to make an opening state-

ment?
[No response.]
Mr. PERKINS. The first panel consists of Dr. Sharon Robinsoncome

around and take your seats at the tabledirector of instructional
and professional development National Education Association; Ms.
Grace Baisinger, past president, National Parent-Teachers Associ-
ation; Mr. Lloyd Morrisett, chairman of the board, Children's Tele-
vision-Workshop; Dr. Eli Rubinstein, Bush Institute for Child and
Family Policy, University of North Carolina; and Mr. John Abel,
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senior vice president for research, National hssocia tion .zf Broad-
.casters: -

And Mr. William Singer,- ion come atound. I understand that
you mustyou have to leave.iii order to catch a plane early.

Mr. SINGER. Tliank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PERKINS. What time does your plane leave?
Mr. SmiGEB..;12 o'clock. -* .

Mr. Pitsznis. We will hear from you first, then. Gn- ahead, this
morning. f ,

STATEMENTS OF WILLIAM S. SINGth, PRESIDENT, PRIMENIME
SCHOOL- TELEVISION; SHARON ROBINSON, DIRECTOR, IN-

. STRUCTION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMEM, NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION; GRACE BAISINGER, ON BEHALF OF -
NATIONAL PTA; LLOYD N. moRR1sErr, PRESIDENT, JOHN &
MARY R. MARKLE FOUNDATION' AND. CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, CHILDREN'S TELEVISION WORKSHOP;, ELI A. RU-
BINSTEIN, ADJUNCT RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN MASS COMMU-
NICATIONS, SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLIN,A;- AND JOHN D. ABEL, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, RE-
SEARCH AND PLANNING, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROAD-
CASTERSJ
Mr. SINGER. Thank you, 111; Chairman, Subcommittee Chairman

Wirth as well. I appreciate the opportunity to testify today.
I am the president of an organization entitled Prime lime School

Television, which is a national nonprofit educational organization
that produces and distributes print materials designed tomaximize
the educational potential of television programing. From 1975' to
1980 I served as its president and executive director. Although I
have returned to the practice of law, I remain its president.

We distribute and prepare two types of materials. Program
guides for use with television programs and curriculum projects
which link all types of programingnews, drama, situation com-
edies, and even commercials--to the study of certain areas, such as
economics, aging, foreign affairs, and political events such as the
election of the President and the Congress every 4 years.

In that light, Mr. Biaggi, I would like to note that one of the
recent productions we have made is a guide called "Thinking
About Aging," and the whole purpose of it is designed to deal with
stereotypical performancep on television about older people in
America, and I think copies are available for you and your staff.

We have done the same thing about Ober minority groups as
well in dealing with particular programs on stereotypes and how
television can reinforce negative stereotypes unless there are mate-
rials of instruction and unless parents and teachers 'are aware of
those acts and deal with them constructively.

Television by itself has the potential for good or evil, and the .
question is how do we maitimize the positive potential? That is the
purpose of our organization.

Our materials are funded by corporate sponsors, underwriters of
programs, networks, cable companies, Government, and private
foundations. The average distribution of each of our materials or

To
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projects is 150)000 copies, cluding the 10,000 teacher. members of
Prime Time School Tele,vision.

Our guides are mailed in advance of broadcasts, alerting parets
and teachers so they °all be alert for .home viewing. Each: guide
contains discussion questions, research, and writing nrojects, and
readings related to the program. -

Obviously, we are a believer-in one of the basic premises underly-
ing these -hearings, namely that television has a positive education-
al potential Maximizing that -potential is or reason for existence,

. as well as your area of inquiry.
How can it best be accomplished? First, the program offerings

are key. Regularly scheduled programs specifically designed fordif-
ferent age groups are a tremendous` help. The ABC afterschool
cials, the CBS YoUng Peoples series, are but two examples. Unfor-
tmiately, we need much- more of this type of programing designed

,

specifically and allocated on times specifically to coincide either
with prime time viewing hours or children'kviewint hours.

Second, the commitment-to promote and generate interest in the
is essential. I .am not talking here of specifically just

funding ork of ours. I really mean onair promotion and regular
advertising of these programs designed to hit these markets. The
CBS-Library of Congress joint venture i a good example of this
kind of commitment, but we need much more.

The third is timing. Major programs must be offered in prime
time. There are many that can be used --educationally Examples'
are "Roots," "Eleanor and Franklin," many of the PBS offerings
obviously, "Masterpiece Theatre," "Great Performances."

But again, these are too few and their time-is essentially offered
for mass market and not necessarily for an educational appeal.
Nevertheless, these programs do have an educational appeal.

We have conducted workshops and attended hundreds of commu- .

nity and teacher meetings. One message is clear in all Of them: 'TV
is reality for young people. They watch it, they belieire it, and it
defines much of their world. There is tremendous opportunity to
use this vehicle for positive ends and that is why we exist.

We have uo illusions about our impact on any grid scale. Yet it
is exactly the combination of programing, timing, promotion, and a
commitment to reach the educational potential that these pro-
grams have that makes our work exciting and I think, the commis-
sion you have today equally exciting.

Every time we measure teacher and parent reaction to program;
ing which has been educationally promoted, we are astounded at .

the high rate- of viewing and the positive response from educators.
We regularly survey teaCheis and parents to how they responded
and reactedreact to the kind of materials we distributed and the
kind of programs that we-promote through these materials.

Their response is -overwhelming_ I have no doubt that teachers
andparents want to use television as a positive educational vehi-
cle.

And in summary, &therefore, just tO limit my time to 5 minutes,
what- they need is the 'programing, the timing of the programing,
and the commitment to promote the programing And I do not
mean just educational. I mean onair and through all advertising
media. Those three ingredients, and I would stress those throe
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yrograming, timing, that is, aired programing, ank timingare
ingredients, I-believe are'the keys to success.

-?hank you, Mk. Chairman.
Mr: PERsnis..-Tliank you very much,. and we will' get back to you

when we heap froth, the rest ofthe-panel;
ShirOnitobinion; we -1411 hear from you at this tang

STATEMENT 00 SHARON ROBINSON
Ms. Rosntsoz4r. illuink_you., Mr. Perkins, Mr. Wirth.
Mr. ?minus. Pull that, up closer to you. I do not think people are

heanngon:,
:.. Ms. solsorr. LAO Sharon Robinson. I direct the Instructional

anti Professional 111Kelapinent Program of the National Education
Association. r '

.APe would like to cominendiboth subcommittees for joining their
interests an sl resources in looking atthis iMportant issue. We have
been somewhat astounded by,the lack of attention given to the ex-
ternal forces within our conupunity as we look at thd.state of edu-
cation. through a number of commission reports and task force re-

. porta.
The obvious reality of television as a very present force within

the lives of children' cannotibe overlooked. We have been long-
standing advocates for more and'greater quality in children's tele-
vision programing for a number of 'years and, Mr. Wirth, we have
appeared before your subcommittee previously onlis matter.

Another coincidental event is the recognition& Of the second
annual awards of the National Education Associtation for outstand-

programing in television and radio. While this 'was an occasion
ofsome celebration for us, an 'opportunity to recognize and con-
gratulate lotne specific programing, we do not take it to meafi that
we: have %ached our goal in terms of the quantity of programing
worthy of such recognition. -

The standards used in m?kjng the selections would, I think, be of
interest to the committee. The selection panel was interested in
progralning that utilized various motivational techniques that cap-
tured the interest of students, programing that wag' adaptable to or
compatible with Classroom instruction, prcigraming that reflected
fairness, accuracy, and lack of bias, programing that had cultural,
social, political, or technical significance; further, programing
which demonstrated high artistic and technical standards and
whiCh encouraged intelligent, thoughtful viewing:

I am sorry to. say -that such programing is not found' in abun-
dance. In light of our effort to identify such programing and of the
recent reports, would call your attention specifically to the Na-
tional Science Soma.Commission on Precollege Education in Math-
ematics, Science, and Technology report entitled, "Educating
Americans for the TWenty-First Century." Now, this report speaks
specifically to, math and science instruction, and the authors of the
report clearly see television as a basic and important way to sup-
plement the learning of children. They say:

Perhaps the most pervasive Medium of informal learning today is through broad-
casting. Even young children watch almost four hours of telbvision daily. Indeed, in
an increasing number of homes both parent work and children return home each
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,_afternoon and are exposed,to commercial teleyisi6n pfograms which often present .a
grossly distorted, and generally negatiire,,picture of Science.

The report goes on to recommend, Mr.:Wirth, at least 1 hour 'of
.television programing. daily aimed at math and science education.

We would -u4' this recOmmendation to blind upon the concept ,!
embodied in the, Children's Television Education Act of 1983 and
suggest that 1 hour of programing daily include-a broad's pe#rum 5
of the curriculum, not' lust math and science, and that ieeetain
standards for that programing be established and enforced so that.
issues of equity, lack of bias, and a Standard of technical and artis7
tic quality would be required.

I would remind you that we have urged the establishment,of a
temporary commission on children's television programing. .

think through this commission we might advise the industry on
some creative and diverse ways of designing and presenting pro-

\ graining for children.
I would also like to add at this point that one of the major prob-

'lems the industry will often cite is the lack of an audience. Now, as
we'have already heard, this audience' is going to have to be estab-
lished, and certainly if the program is never there, if the schedul-
ing of tWprograming is unreliable, that audience will not be estab-
lished and certainly will not become commercially viable.

We believe that the commercial interest of the industry, as well
as 'all-of our educational interests for our young people, can he en-
hanced through the requirement of regular programing 'specifically
designed for dhildren.

Thank you. I look forward to your qUestions and answers.
[Testimony resumes on p.. 21.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Robinson follows:]



TESTIMONY- PRESENTED BY

THE - NATIONAL! EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the'Subcommittees:

My hame"is Sha'ron Robinson, and I am director of Insteuctionhand

Professibnal Development for t41.7 million member National Education

Association (NEA) which represents teachers and other school! employees

across the nation. We thank you for this opportunity to present our

views on as'vital a topic as children's television programming.

At the onset of my statement, I would like to tell you how pleased'

we are to be present on the occasion of these joint hearings of the

'Subcommittees on Elementar=y, SCondary, and Vocational Education, and on

Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, And Finance.' In our view, the

coming together of these. Subcommittees,which generally work in separate

arenas is an important sign of the times. \I4hope that your interaction

today will lead to a longstanding partnership that will lead to positive

national results in the utilization of broadcasting as a serious

educational tool.

Clearly, as the nation is focusing on the pursuit of excellence in

education for all youngster's, we must also explore the ramifications of

all the means of education available to ut. P In short, given the

pervasive nature of both television and radio broadcasting, it is myopj

for us to soft-pedal their educational implications.

. Yet, of the numerous reports published this year by.s411ar.

commissions on the state of education in our nation, few mentioned such

influences outside the classroom. With preschool and elementary school

children watching up to 25-30 hours of television a week, it is in our

view imperative that this medium be judged as part of the educational

procets fOr betternr worse. Let's keep in mind that for some
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children, especially, those latch-key kids coming home in
\

the afternoon

to an empty'house, television offers the prime out-of-school education.
A

One,report On'the future of education, released last month by the

Natinmel Science Board Commission on Prec011ege Education in

'Mathematics, ScienCe and Technology, "Educating Americans for the-1st

Centtiry," calls for acloser tie'between education and broadcasting

efforts in public and private realms alike. The authors of this report

clearly ee television as a.basic and important way td sOpplement the

.)"learning of children. They say;
4

."Perhaps the most'pervasive medium of inforMal
learning today is through broadcasting; even
young children watch almost four.hours of
television' daily. 'Indeed,.in an increasing
number of homes both parentt work and children
return home eAch afternoon and are exposed to
commercial television programs which often
present a grossly distorted, and generally
negative, picture of science."

.

Within this context, then, we are part,icularly pleased to be here ,

to speak .on the direction of children's programming.and the proposed

Children's Television Education Act of 1983. We atTNEA feel that thiis

bill would go a long way in, assuring our nation's yoUng people fair

programming time and quality in the world of daily television.

Your efforts in introducing this bill, Mr. Wirth, and in

cosponsoring these hearings with Mr: Perkins are of particular value

given the regulatory climate within the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) under this current Administration. As you well know,

FCC, which'bas the charge of upholding protecting the public

interest clauseof the Communications Act of 1934, has, to say the

least, been negligent in carrying out this role in recent years.. But

when it comes to the FCC's responsibility for enforcing the regulations



governingf children'l broadcasting, their_ actions are nothing short of

shameful'.
c.

The Current Chairman of the FCC,AarkFoWler,.has refusedto

enforce the. Current regulations, 'dating:ft-Om 1974, governing:children's

television programming. In fact, this chairman has consistently stated
so .

that children's broadcasting should be governed by "free market"'

principles.'

At the same timejhat Mr. Fowler is opposing regulations gover

.childrenis:television programming, he is also touting e line that the .

responsibility for such .programming should lie entirely with the public

br6adcasting system. This'is hardly consistent 'given the Administration

that Mr. FowTer-is representing.

Since its inceptidn, the, Reagan Administration has proposed, nothing

but cutbacks for public broldcasting. The Administration attempted to

slash Corporation for-Public Broadcasting (CPB) funding by nearly.40

percent from FY '82 to FY '83 '(from an actual expenditure of,S172

million in FY '82 to a proposed .$102 million for FY. '83. In its, FY '84

budget, the Administration requested'$130 million for the CPB.)

Although Congressional intervention has prevented complete deci-mation of

CPB, the toll on public broadcasting has'been heavy.

All Broadcasters .Have a Responsibility'to Children

It is indeed an undisputed fact that public broadcasting has

brought our nation's young some of the post sophisticated and successful

television programming with.an educational bent, such as Sesame Street,

the Electric Company, and others.. Yet, we must not expect this sector

of our broadcasting industry to carry the entire responsibility for such

a farreaching and vital, task. We must also remember that roughly five .

32-305 .0-84----3
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percent of our population cannot yet' receiveoVer-the-air public

television signals.
% .

, But, even more importantly, since passage of the Communications Act'

of 1934, private broadcasters have had a legal obligation to operate in

tift'public interest. And since promulgation of theirklegulatiOns

recniOringlroadcasters to present relevant programming for children,

guiaeltinSAlave been inplace for their attention to the needs of this

° special audience. For us as a nation to now let private broadcaiters

"off the hook" with regard to this responsibility to present appropriate
.

and quality children's programming ls wrong. .

, It is for this reason and others that we appreciate the

.
.qpportunity to once again 'appear as ad'advocate for more and better

ildron's programming. op network, public, andcable teleV'ision. As you

. "'wder, Mr. Wtrtn, we'..6a61014,tore your Subcommittee earlier this year to

speak on this vital,1Rsii6iand we haLe appeared-before meetings of-the

:FCC on this same top14/90efous times. We feel it is a greatstep

forwardlhat.broaOcastingues are nowalso being legislatively
-

0="1iiiiertql'ilt.61"11ePurviewA5feducatiollissiJes-I'lecan'.assUre you ,

'

di'lvewOL-continue to press; for guaranteed commitments.from

!.,....4-

7...V.vlbWidta4 r? :for qUality programming for" our nations young, and for
; 1 X ,

% , -
_:.:enfOrcement OfTcegulations.governing this programming bythe.FCCi,

. NEA Educatioll4Awards Reward the Best

!'
The tim4nfour appearance here today'is relevant. Less than one

0 .1;4°7.'

1, p isecPsince the NEA granted its second JIhnual National

delfor'radio series and television productions which

rough broadcasting. (I have attached as an appendix

the,NEA press releate announcing these
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awards.) I would also add that the granting of these awards has been

dccompanied/by a growing inyolvement in the past several years by.NEA

members in broadcasting. I ant pleased br-teport that NEA members are

acting.as consultants to the broadcasting industry, as leaders vithin'

community service media projects, and as an important element in the

development of educational uses of cable television,

I would also make mention, that the National Education Awards were

granted to broadcasters in the public and private sectors alike, and as

such, are symbolic of our belief in the potential of television

programming in both arenas as a plus for the educational process. We

' intend to fully encourage such endeavors in the future.

Public and Private Efforts Necessary

We know that children regularly spend nearly as much time in front

.
of a television screen as they do in the classroom, and we know that the

kind of programming they,watch is often of dubious educational quality44

Given these factors, it is imperative that standards governing

ciilgren's programming not only be enforced, but they must also be

,strengthened.' It is the only hope for our children be offered

alternatives to their current viewing possibilities- whic4often

feature violence and reinforce a sense of instant gratification,which.

,does nothing to promote longterm-educational gains.

I return for a moment to the abqve-cited report by the National

Science Board Commission which clearly makes the point for the need to

improve both public and private broadcasting efforts aimed at ch4ildren.

The report focused primarily on math and science-needs and therefore, on

the presentation of these subject areas by broadcasters.- The revrt

stated that while commercial televisiOn programming often

8
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portrayed science in a "distorted" way, "a few,effOrts to ,convey the

facts, and excitement of science by. this media (sic),:.kOve been

,

successful". The report also said that most ofthe,yery best of these

media efforts in science programming for the young "are-basicall;

dependent upon Federal funding for their xistence." The importance of

this aspect of children's television programming canhot be overlooked.

The Commission also made other essential recommendations.

* Science broadcasts are an important and cost-
effective vehicle of informal learping and
should continue to receive substantial Federal
investment and support. IP

* Businesses, private foundations and others
should increase their support for such programs
in the commercial, as well as the public, broad-
casting areas." They should particularly encourage
programming of such material by local-stations
and promote appropriate education objectives for
this programming.

* Federal regulation of commercial stations should
include, at a time convenient from the point-of-
view of the student, a required period of educational
programming for children. (Elsewhere in the Commission's
report, it is recommended that commercial stations
should provide one hour each afternoon for children's
educational programs.')

We F,r.NFA believe, that such recommendations should be in place for
ti

. al, academic uject area;. ,f broadcasters would commit Themselves to

presenting coverage ofThr,;(1 academic subject argas, we would be Well on

our way to boosting educational skill levels for many of our nation's.

youth.

Children's Television Education Act: Its Time Is Now

It is within the context of improving the educational scope of

television broadcasting that we turn to the proposed "Children's

TeleviSion Education Act." NEA agrees wholeheartedly with,the .goals of .

A `.9
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4
the bill that call for utilizing the potential of television for the

positive educational beneif. of our children; encouraging ige

development of educational 'programming for children; and increasing the

amount of educational programming broadcasted designed specifically for 0

children. In particular, we feel that the sectiOn of the, bill calling

. for "a minimum of one hour per day of programming spec4fically designed

to enhance the eduCation of children" is imperative to the strength of

this proposed legislation.

For some years now, NEA has been speaking'out on,the need for

,commercial broadcasters to offe'r a'minimum of one hour a day of

programming geared specifically to the youth audience. In this call, we

have been joined'by many other organizations concerned with the quantity

and quality of children's television. "it seems to us that this hour a

'day is the rock-bottom amount.of time that should be devoted to

children's programmmjng.. Yet, even,this seems too mu of a task fol

broaqcsters.

rempprary Commission: Boost tio Broadcasters' Efforts

Broadcasters have often, complained that they find it too difficult

to come up with creative ideas for presenting ongoing, age-specific, y9t

diversified programming for children, that educates and informs at the

'same time. To help them overcome this problem, NEA recommends that we

create a Temporary.Commission'on Children'sTelevision--an idea,that we

presented earlier this yeas befoiv your Subcommittee, Mr.- Wirth, and

before the FCC.

As we have previously stated, a Temporary Commission, which we

recommend be composed of educators, parents, child development

creatvirve broadcasters, writers and producers, and even

t Q. 20



children themselves, could serve as an ad hoc, consultative bay to

broadcasters--to be disbanded as compliance with the law.is achieved.

' I

With the voluntary participation off Commission members from a ,wide

variety of professional, social, and cultural backgrounds, the potential
0

for creative advice to-broadcasters'is liMitless.

Put Teeth in the Law

We also believe that one of the essential features

tt

needed, but
o .

currently missing from the proposed Children's TelawisionoEducapon Act

of 1983, is a strong enforcement mechanism. According to testimony

taken by the Subcommittee on Telecommunications, ConsumoT -tion,

and Finance earlier this year, broadrIste are, nJc now meeting the

standards mandated by the FCC's1974 Policy Statement on Children's

Television. It would logically follow, then, that unless enforcement

were built into this legislation, broadcasters, if they found its

inconvenient,could continue to excuse themselves from complying with

the law.

Again, a Temporary CoMinission on Children's felevision could devise

ways in which proper compliance with the law could be sipiplified for

broadcasters. We believe that standards governing children's television

should be reasonable and realistic, and created out of mutual nee',

resp'ect, and understanding. A Temporary Commissinn, for examOle, might
4

develop economic and promotional incentives for children's programming,

as well as standards for their implementation.

Other` Alternatives

We have already spoken to our belief that public broadcasting
0

should not carry the entire responsibility for children's OrtAramming.

We believe it necessary to add that neither should cable systems be

21
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expected to take on this task'in its entirety.. Perhaps because of the.

r 4.?

quality progra ing that has regularly appeared on some cable networks,

such as Nickel deonOtOtime, and USA Cables to name a few,some arer :

Suggesting thatb adcasttng needs, for children are being met. We
, .

disagree. Altliougft m4nyJlEA memberseare'-currently working to ensure the
4.

success of edUcational cable,efforts, we must face some furrent

realities abcyt this Luadcasting form. First of all, cable currently

reaches orly about,a third of thenation's homes, and,secondly,-it.

costs. While cable service to -communities throughodt the country is

expanding rapidly, it will be many years before the'entire nation has

access to this "form of f-televigion viewing. We'therefore cannot rely on

it as a method for fulfilling our children's programming needs.
.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, NEA thankS you again

for this chance to appear today. We stand ready to work with you to

strengthen,this biti and to help it become a law which will broaden and
*

maSg more solid, through the use of televisTon, the educational horizons

' of ournetion's youth.

22
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FOR RELEIME AT 5:00
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1983

One Radio, Ten TV Programs
Win National Education Awards

WASHINGTON', D.C., Oct. 1 ---One radio series and 10 television productions

received.National Education Awards today for the advancement of learning through

L.roadcasting. Thelawards were granted fdr the second consecutive year by the

1.7 millin member National Education Association. Recipients were hosted by

the 150-member eltA Biaard.of Directors at late afternoon ceremonies chaired by

NEA president .Mary katwood Futrell.

The Winners included:.

Cathexis, Inc..a Rd WGGR-TV. of Longmeadow, Massachusetts for "Gary and
Audrey and Us," a doctflpentary program about,a young man with cerebral palsy
married.to a woman without handicap.

Children's Radio Theatre of Washington, D.C. for the "Children's Padio
Theatre" series of original.dramatizatioes stimulating emotional and
intellectual growth thiough the creative use of mhdic.

The Dick Clark CC ompany of Los Angeles and ABC's "Afterschoni Specials" for
The Woman Who Willed a Miracle," a dramatization for general' audiences of
the true story of foster parehts who refused to believe the infant
entrusted to their care 'was hopelessly retarded.

The Educational. Film Centel- of Springfield, Virginia and U.S. Department of.
Education :NA-

.

',Powerhouse," a public television adventure series examining
comprehensive conceptS'ofnental and physical health appropriate tb
8 to 12-year olds.

23 ,
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One Radio, Ten TV Programs
Win National Education Awards

Embassy.Televisien of Los Angeles and the CBS Television Network for
"Eleanor," starring Jean Stapleton, a dramatization'of the,life of Eleanor
NoodevelA and a reminder of the jiuman causes to which this most remarkable
First Lady devoted her energies and her life.

The Canidian production team of Michael Haclear and Ian McLeod; of Toronto
for "VietnaM:. The Ten-Thousand Day War," a 26 -part series examining in
depth this most controversial confrontation from 1945 to the readjustment
of 2.8 million.Americhn,Veterans.

'The Turner Broadcasting System'of Atlanta, Georgia for "Portrait of
America," a five7year'project begun last January that will document the .

strengths aggLdiversity of *itch of the states and territories that comprise
the United, dlikes, through programming, that promises profound educational
and archival significance.

WAND -TV of Decatur, Illinois foi "A Foot in Both Worlds'," an educational
series of reports for general audiences depicting the rites of passage from
adolescence to adulthood.

Daniel Wilson Productions of New York for "Blood and Honor," a fiveLhour'
dramatic seri.* produced in association with SWF and Taurus Films that
focused on the itler youth-movement and how it manipulated a generation of

German youth.

/
WxYCs-TV of Cleveland, Ohio for "Hickory House," a weekly children's series
produced in consultation with teachers,'featuring school-related themes.
The only locally produced series within the region designed'for children
under the age of 12.

WNET,- Npw York and the Pliblic Broadcasting Service for "Tiined In," a series

of ten,15-minute'Programs, prOduced in partnership with the NEA, to help,
equip children with the insights they need to become more alert and
selective television viewers.'

'
The National Education Award winners were selected from nominations by the

media and for programs broadcast during the period from April 1, 1982 to May 1,

198l. The national selection committee represented the Association's programs

in human and civil rights as well as instruction and professional development.

The judging'Panel looked for programming that:

t

32-305 0-84 ----4
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WinNetional Education Awards.

utilized motivational techiqgues to capture interest;

. wets adeptebleto or compatible with classrooM instructionY.

reflected fairness, accuracy, lack of bias;

' had Cultural, social, political, or technical significance,.

- demonstrated high artistic and technical etandarder

encouraged intelligent, thoughtful viewing.

Awards were presented in four categories:

documentary or educationl productions for general audiences-, - -

doCmUentary or educkational productions for children;

dramatic productions for general audiences,

dramatic productions for children.

While honoring the winning broadcasters, NEJV'President Fitrell noted the
)1k;

more than 50 years of critical interest demonstrated by the NEA in'the,

constructive and creative use of radio and television. "We Ave reconsimnded-

silklificant programming to our gembers since 1969," she nbted,"knowing that'with

the\elp Of parents we can influence the viewing habits .of young kple

positive way."

Futrell also noted that NEW members are increasingly involved with

'broagcasting, many'As'consultants to the industry. Still other dailliembers are

involved as leaders in television community service projects, especially in

communities served by cable television. Futrell noted that several producers of

the award-winning programs.had workedwith teachers for more effective outreach

and better community relations, a"combination that for !IOst broadcasters spells

"market penetration."

Finally, in keeping with the,spirit of the awards ceremonies, Futrell.noted

that NEA would be testifying October 5 in hearings on.children's television

called by the Subcommittee on Telecommunications.of the House of

Represeltatived. NEA would again offer, she said, to participate-.in a Temporary

Commission on Children's Television, a'recomiendation made to the same committee

last March.
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Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much.'
`AIL right, Mrs. taisinger.

STATEMENT OF GRACE BAISINGER)
_Ms. BAISINGER. Thank you, mr. Perkins.x 1

I am Grace Baisinger, past.president of the National PTA, and I'
am delighted to be able to 'testify, this morning relating to the
impact of televisionkon children and fiirpilies. The National PTA

" has long been interested i,tx 9 opPortunitiel, that television
presepts and the proble when this powerful medium
is abused.

In-1976 the National PTA itiatituted a television '
Mr. PERKINS. Wait jiist a moment. Let us pull the door together . .

in the rear, and you talk a little louder, You Pull that up closer to you.,
Ms. BAISINGER. In 1976 the National , A instituted a television .'

commission which focused primarily on ion violence. Region-
al meetingt ere held tfiroughouttlowsoun ry in 1976, and 1977 to
hear from t e public' and to collect data on personnel, TV execu- .

tives, and t general public. '',..:*... A . "
These 'hearings prOduced ript pages of testimony.

SoMe majpi conce* frecgent eased. were:, Aggression, , viol
lence, desensitization oia; thel*lity of life, distor-
tion of rettliejr,,. ancl.tA..- iv r. :-, eii,lea.rning. Ea& of thige

.:Concerns impacted' tithe
_.±.:- -socr

the *act to perform in ile, i i,

classroom, as was, po um d'again by classroom tea6hN;'-
era . ..,..,- ... ,',- imf -. . ,

. Siigkestionalor resol cerno werelld ressed tri ''' the
?o- leadership -in the, publi d gpy, arent:and in e television in-

dustry ruid,:',& prtrentnom th ning, National PTA, worked
With congrestonal,eomnisittees sibl for telecommunication's
and with grip regulatory akenciii and FCC. .

For exam le, we. firmly suppb the propostd to the FTC to
adopt a-rule equiring quantitatite*ids. for specific programing for
children and the pr
at children..." " gL:

Needless to sa
Wirth has int

riikrogarding advertising directed

to hear that RepresentatiVe
troduce a bill that would re-

quire

Apr
bie 191

one hour a day for ed 441 programing directed at chil-
dren

.

dren. t 1;:-

...The' Notional PTA has publighed materials on findings of its
hearings, including 'the resulpk.of intensive program monitoring
Conducted over a peilod'of several years. We developed critical
viewing skills materials for school curricula, and we think this is
most important, and-we have urged our school districts to begin to.
teach critical viewing of testimony from grade kindergarten
through grade 1.,,Z;' to lanalYze: the visual images on TV the same
way they learn to comprehend' and-understand the meaning of the
printed page.

As, children become more sprtifilent thinkere about TV, they will
be less influenced by4, t .the Same time, television, used properly,
caribeCon4e a fantastivntiflittm for, cbmmunicating,ideas, facts and
feelings. '7



PTA prepared materials for a curriculuni for parents, becalm
parents must learn how' to become electronically literate if they
are going to h their children. We train parents through a series
of national

Since ; the problems with testimony:have com-
130/111d "CA atecl at the time-- is 1977the
aniount-oirtime, it `v .going to take before simple evision broad-
casting woxila- ekplode into the sophisticated medium that we have
toda. '; fr.Back in th4te' 1970's we 'Were asking the networks- to give us
program- alternatiAs, as well as more and 'better children's pro-
grammg. For example, -:tead of three cop car chase programs at a
given hour on cula-night,we wanted more choices available
for adults an dren.,- Little did we know-, Wen what choices
would be available in 1983 "as a result of the tellmOlOgical revolu-
tion.

Certainly television has bad a telling influence on children. ,Pre-
achoolera watch ae.rnany '45/2 hours to 6 hours of television a .

day, They know all the soap, oPera, characters, the murderers' , and
detectives' names, and the game show hosts froth 7 a.m. to 7 0.m.

veryWe are distressed that one ve good program, "Nickelodeon" on-,
cable television, is beginning to inject what we would call grata-
itous violence in -some of its very fine children's programs

Other Children up to the age of 12 watch television at midnight.
Teenagerswe do not detect any effort on the part of the ti
to provide adequate Programing for such children. Teenagers cut
school to find out what happened in' any number of half or Tull-
hour long programs in the early, afternoon- hours. These are the
soaps.

.' There has been further erosion in family life. Children do not get
their proper exercise because they watch, so much testimony. Chil-

'dren- use testimony to babyait themselves, especially latch key chile
dren who are afraid to Venture opt by themselves after school.
Television has us terrified about the outside world.

Children do pot- communicate with their parents or their sib-
.ling-s. In many families the testimony is on 61/2 hours a day, often
while youngster's are, awake: If -anyone in the family dares to speak
during a teleVisiOn show they are promptly quieted. That effective-
ly blocks all family coniintuncatiOii and all family education:

,Parents are not eatingmeals with then-. children. They dine in-
stead. with the testimony/Wet in front of them, rather than dine

_ with the children. Children ale often tucked away in a finlaily room
".by themselves to feed on junk food. Thus these youngsters ,are not

being taught manners, Consideration of other family membe
even good- dining habits, such as the proper chewing of food All
that results in ill health, including physical and emotional st,,

Childreilisuffer from untold frights from excessive-testimony vio-
lence. "

A passive child, especially(nOticeable in U.S. classrooms, is one .
.that is uncommunicative, uncreative, and lacks cenveriationat
skills. That is being borne out by the recent report, "A Nation at
Risk," and that was certainly one of the concerns mentioned again
and again by those educators who testified at our hearings..



Parents7-used, to havi more time, and inclination to read to their
children,,Iplay with them, and: exercise with them. Bid more and
more parentg are- working harder, longer hours,-an# saying to their

. ehildreah please lea*, me algae, go watch television until bedtime. ,
This 'sounds very familiar.
izBut we must remember that these parents are the first genera-
;',&'.'Of parents who as children grew up with television. These par-

entithemselves were probably addicted.
Because of the limitations of time, I Will not address our con-.

cerns about cable TV, but they are in the n testimony that
we are going to present to you: t

In the hearings, the conclusion was that mote testimony as
a proper and constructive force in Our mast be- .a shared
responsibility, a responsibili shared by parents and the media,
the public, Government ators, advertisers.. We believe now it
is time for all of us to stop talking bunk and stop passing the
buck and to get on to get the job done so that e health and wel-
fare of our children will truly be protected.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement o Ms. Baisinger follows:).` .
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Grace Baisinger, Past Presj,dent
National PTA

I am Grace Baisinger, Past Prealdent-of thaNatimmi4TAllad-I am"

delighted to be able to testify this morning related to the impact of

television on children and families

Tha National PTA has iiist been interested in boththeopportunities that

television presents anditheprOblems that arise when this-poweWnl medium

is abused.

In 1976, the National PTA instituted a Television Cbmadssion'atich:focused.

pkmarily on television violence. Regional meatingswervibeld timmugbout

the country in 1976 and 1977 to hear from the public and to collect data.

the beginning, National PTA worked with Congressional Cannittegs

le for telecommunications, and with the FCC: ThNaticual PTA

published materials on our findings, including the results of intensive

program monitoring conduCted over a period of several years.

We developed materials for school curricula and developed viewing skills

for parents to help their children . this through a series of workshops.

Throughout these years - through 1981i - the National PTA also monitored, in- .

troducedi and considered legislation and rule making. We greatly Underestimated

the amount of time it was going to take before "simple" television broadcasting

would explode into the sophisticated medium that we have today.

Back in the late'1970's we were asking the networks to give uailrogrmm alter-

natives, as well as more and better children's programming - e.g., instead of

29,



tbnaecop-Car-cbase programs at a given hoer on Sbndiy night,:witsanted more

choices available for adults and children ...,`Little did we Imow what

"choices" mould be available to .19831

Certainly, telemasionhaahad.a:teiling influence OU-childien

preschoolers (under the :-age of 5) watch 4* hours of tele-
vision a day.. They knew all the soap -opera characters,
murderers and detectives names and game show host from
7a.m. to.7p.nl.

Other children (up to the age of 12) setch television at .

midnight, statistics show their numbers to be 1 nil lion
strong any evening of the week. What is on at that hour
for -young people I ask you? You know the answer, nothing.

c. Teenagers qqj school to-find out what happened imany
nuMber of and full hour lore programs "posers of
fable" in the early afternoon hours. You guessed it theme

'Fbrther erosion has set in on family life:

a. Children do not get their proper.exercise becansethey
watch no much television after school; .

b. Children use teleVision to babysit themselves, especially
latch key children who are afraid to venture out from
their homes after school. Television has them terrified
about the outside world;

c. Children are not cormunicaiing with their parents, grand-
parents and or siblings. In many families the: television
is on 6i hours a day ( often while youngsters are awake) if
anyone in the family dares to speak during a television
Show they are promptly quieted. That effectively blocks all
family communication.

d. Parents are not eating meals with their own children. They
dine instead with the television set in front of them rather
than dine with their children. Children are often tucked
away in a family roan by themselves to feed on junk food,
thus youngsters are not being taught manners, consideration
of other family members or even good dining habits, such as
the proper chewing of food. All that results in ill health,
including physical and emotional stress.

0
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e Children suffer -untold frights fraaaxcessive television
vimlenosigipo. epired-e-nm have-trigd to use the defense
of 11:dillbedmr, 1101thxvia televisEonthoW and lost their
Case in Meurt.. However; televidion visolence has caused
excessive :regressiveness in children with agreseive ten,
denotes and that is true Children suffer nightmares
every night of the week in the United States froMmatching
scary programs. A screaming child is eareasual,:tnulun-
usual.

f. A passive child. Pwpwoiallk noticeable-in:Gab-militates
classrooms; is mewh is. uncanimicative, uncreative, and -
ladrecontersatiobaleidlla. This is being borne out by
such national reports as4W-NatioastAthde,

g Parents used to hive more time and inclination to need to

their children, play with thanand orexercise with then,
but more and more parents are working harder, longer
hours and saying to their children "please,. ve me.alone.
Go watch the televisiomuntirbedtime.-

it!

Now lets look specifically at'the cable teleiision industry. \Taiais a

growing orencerni

o First, what is the roleof-theltderal Governmert
what is definitely a local utility serving
Should the Federal Government be acting as a police person
to,guarantee that cable companies are respookible carriers?
Why? The loCal mawleiOlities can do that very well, especially
if each state will oversee cable appropriate regulations

and staffto handle franchise data.

o Second, the FCC has said repeatedly ieCennot monitor/control
commercial television proem= content. This will undoubtely

remain true for cable television as veil. :

o Third, what will become of public ascertainment for lical

cable 't4lannelq? lest cable companies are snail; offering little

or no local origination, nor do local cable companies have

studio equipment for programs of local origination or local

interest. It is. reported to take approidnately 6. years t9 pay

for the purchase of equipment heeded.to establish a cable

station. By that time;the cable company most start all over

again to up-date their tectmological holdings. Thus seal
Cable companies arc being gobbled up almost on a daily basis

by large cable systems or mergers. But local origination and
public excebs channels still are unavailableamithel, are not
mandatory, nor, will deregulation help this situation. '

3
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o Reath, Should cable subamcibeis have to.pay for triple
dipping?

1. Cable subscribers pay for cable comnectioa.'.

2. They pay again for special programs, televieica
courses, navies, sports, etc.

3. The cable company collects again the,third time
through advertisers who-force thairwexes-on

,amsuspeeting televisicalviewers.who are too tirst
after working all day to turn off the television
set everytime a cconarcial'appears' (18 *mites per
hour-minimpp.

Lets look at rating im combination with family life in cable television.

There are no rating systems yet for cable programs; thus :there is no input.

from the public as to cable viewing habits. ',This is both a blessing and a

curse. Ratings control conmereial television programming if ratings are

good,the program remains, regardless of.taste,,guality or substance and

numbers sell programs to advertisers and thatt'likwimit it is all about - the

bottom line. Let us never forget television is a commercial medium-me that

equals'"big bucks." Quality-is seldom a criteria. Now that cable is turning

more and more to adVertAsers,tetings are sure to became established because

they are the only numbers that advertisers care about.. So cable television

probably will follow in the footsteps of commercial'television: yankee dollars

speaking up for yankee ad agency recommendations. Therein lies the future

demise of cable's interest in children television.- Children (under the age of

.,12) are not the money consumers in a family, so'bhildren's programing does not

have to be geared to attract them. Its always the almighty dollar - ultimately

that counts and children again will be great losers because of it.

Television is a marvelous stianlatini, exciting teacher. Since the networks

and commercial television havanevm7makie the-child a Major interest, it is up' ,

to parents'to become more involved. Parents must know what and how much

32405 0 -414 ---5
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television their children are watching.. We are.allfacIliarwith the

question, "could you letartranger in off the street to take over your child

liksiana

0
.your living room?' Dr. Charles Holz, director of Universityreseerchat

. Tech. University in Rushton has a great response to parents who ask
. ,

ii it is all right to get another TV set for their child's bedroom. - "Would

you place.a refrigerator stocked with junkland other foods in his or her roan?"

asks Holz. And, levents oust remOnberthat excessive viewing is not good for
. .

the child even if all the programs are "wholesome" and "educational".

Parents should watch questionable programs with their questioning children

in order to interpret what is going on and, thus, lessen the impact. .

Parents, through PTA courses and other available resources, should learn how

to view television appropriately in order to guide their children's experiences.

Parents'should understand -and accept- their role model responsibility for

television viewing. Most of'us understand the validity of "Do as I do" -
t

Not "Do as I say" -except insofar as television viewing is concerned.

As this ccamittee continues its deliberation related to children's

progamnning, deregulation, appropriation for public broadcasting, there

is no question that federal - as well as state policies must be developed.

Parents must be a part of determining the outcome.

14,
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Mr. PEasnis. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Mr. Lloyd Morrisett. Go ahead, Mr. Morri-

sett.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD N. MORRLSETT .

Mr., Moaaissrr. Mr, and of the subcommit%
tees, thank you for the'a *Pty to appear before you. My name
is Lloyd Morrisett. I api president of the John and Mary Markle
Foundation and chairman of the. board of Children's Television
Workshop.

The Markle Foundation is a major private foundation working in
the field of television and other mass communications technologies.
During the last 15 years, the Markle Foundation has funded many
studies on the ways in which- television can affect children. The
Children's Television Workshop is this country's 'largest prbducer
of high-quality television programing' for children that is both edu-.
cational and entertaining.

I regard this joint meeting of your two subcommittees as a his-
toric event, because in this technological age there can be no effec-
tive education policy without an effective and coordinated telecom-
munications policy. -

Education occurs both inside and outside the classroom. This is
well known. It is also well known that good schools depegol on. an
environment which supports education, motivates learninrend re-
wards achievement. What is also well known, but often ignored, is
that televis- ion has become a key part of that supportive environ-
ment. It is an integral and vital part of almost every American
home.

The purposeful use of television to teach and motivate can be
successful and cost effective. It also can have an immediate and
broad Impact Whereas the recommendations to change our Na-
tion's schools, particularly, in the secondary and collegiate levels,
may well take a decade to carfy out, the effective use of purposeful
educational television can have an immediate and broad impact
within a year or less.,

This is well shown by many programs, but the ones I am most
familiar with, of course, are thbse produced by the Children's Tele-
vision Workshop: "Sesame Street," "Electric Co.," god now "3-2-1
Contact."

Just to mention one set of facts about these programs, 'Sesame
Street since its inception 14 years ago has maintained a regular au-
dience of 9 million American children. Studies clearly show that
the 'children who watch this program go to school better prepared
in almost every area covered by the program than those children
who do not watch it.

The record of accomplishment of the "Electric Co." in the area of
reading is similar, and now we are finding that in the area of sci-
ence education from 8- to 12-year-olds television can have the same
impact.

The problem is that as a nation we have not dedicated ourselves
to using broadcasting to support scho_olfoom learning and to create
a learning society that will help us achieve the national goals that
we all applaud. Again, make the point that there can be no effec-

1
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tine education policy in this country without an effective and co-
ordinated telecommunications policy.
. We knew what television can do. It can teach skills and behav-
iors. It can motivate children to learn. It can.simultaneously enter-
tain and educate. If parents are involved and older siblings are in-'
iolved, as some of my colleagues Have already pointed out, the
learning .of the child in front of the television set can be multiplied
3 to 10 times over what -the child would learn. by himself. Televi-
sion can show the world the way it is and the way it might be, the
way we would all like to have it.

Finally, television, perhaps more than any other single entity
and at lower cost, can help the schools accomplish their aims. I es7
timate that nationally we spend approximately $20 million at the
most on the kind of purposeful educational television I am talking
about. Compare this with, the approximately $200 billion that rep-
resents our national education expenditure.

A commercial 30 seconds long on prime time television costs ap-
proximately $75,000. A 1-hour version of Sesame Street costs ap-
proximately $70,000. Consider the values that are represented by
that money and that time.

There are four steps I would urge upon you as Members of Con-
gress and leaders in this area:

One, to encourage increased productiOn of educational awl enter-
taining television for children. The bill that has been disced and
will be introduced by Representative Wirth I think is a notable
step in that direction.

If we are to have increased production, it will take in the long
run increased Ale The only source of funding that I see that is

, really possible fiiture is Federal funding, because the record
shows that prittate sources will not come forward with the amounts
of mpney necessary. If we have $20 million available today, this
year, for children's educational entertaining television, $100 mil-
lidn would transform the environment of childhood.

Third, we need to guarantee access for She kind of program we
are talking about in the newer communications technologies. It has
been veiy difficult to find .access for Purposeful and entertaining
teleVision in our comrzcial broadcast world and to some extent in
our noncommercial broadcast world. In a coming world of cable*
television, satellite 1-_-oadcasting, and direct broadcast satellites, it
is important to take now the steps that will insure that we will not
have those problems.

Finally, we need to build the institutions, both in broadcasting
and, in education, that will help produce the programing we need,
support the schools in the way we want them supported, and pro- .

duce the citizenry that we all believe in.
I thank you for allowing me to appear before you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Morrisett follows:]
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Lloyd N. Morrisett

President, The John and Mary R. Markle
and

Chairmad of the Board of Trustees: The
Television Workshop

Chairmen and membe.rs of the Subcommittees:

F;undation

Children's

. Thank you-for the opportunity to appear before you. My

name islloyd horrisett. I am President of.the John and

111 Mary Markle Foundation, and Chai rman of.the Board of Trustees

of the Chiqdren's Television Workshop. The Markle Foundation

is
,
a major private foundation working in the.fieid of tele-

vision and other mass commnjcations technologies. Buying

the last fifteen years the Markle Foundation has funded many

studies on the ways in which television can affect children.

The Children's Teievision Workshop is this country's largest

producer of high-quality television programming for children

t

that is both educational and entertaining.

This joint meeting of the Telecommunications, Consumer

Protection and Finance Subcommittee and the Elementary,

Secondary and Vocational Education Subcommittee signals an

;per-easing public and official understanding that in this

technOiogical age there can be no effective education policy

Without an effective and coordinated telecommunications

policy. Now and for the foreseeable future this country

will be in political and economic competition with tradi-

tional friends and foes and newly emerging powers. We!must

also lead the free world in assisting developing countries
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to new levels: of well-being. Without doubt our strength is
r

dependent upon a ,highly motivated, skilled and productive

titizeney.

This year, three blue ribbon panels.exanined Anierica's

'schools and found them wanting -- unable at present to
,

provide the education needed by our children. These paneis

made many recommendations that if enacted would vastly improve

our system of'secondary and higher education in the comming

decade. Acknowledged, but largely unexamined, is the fact

that the quality of secondary and higher education depends

importantly on the base provided by elementary education and

what children learn before the% go to school. Remadiation

at the secondary or collegiate level is a slow, costly

process. Prevention at the preschool and primary level is
,

--

cost effective and benefits 'both the child and the schools.

While changing our nation's schools may take a decade or

more, the effective and wise use of television can have

major impact within a year.

A fourth report by the National Science Board Commission

on precollege education in mathematics, science and technology

proposed a plan of action for improving mathematics, science

and technology education for all American elementary and

secondary students so that their achievement is the best in

the world by 1995. That report did include an important set
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of recommendations for the better use ofbroadcastingto.

supplement schoolroom learning.

The simple truth is that edaiiiit:ion occurs both inside
;

and outside the classroom. The School is not an isolated

provider of education. It can only work effectively in an

environment which supports learning and achievement. The -

home is a key part of that equation. Television has become

a vital and integral part of the home.

;
Children watch enormous amounts of television. The

weekly viewing average among children aged six to eleven is

twenty-seven hours, totalling around one thousand, four

hundred hours each year. Preschoolers, aged two through

five, watch even more.-- thirty-one hours and forty minutes

in the average week, for a total of one thousand, six hundred

forty-eight hours in one year. By the time a child completes

high school, the total exceeds the amount of time spent in

the classrdom.

Television that is designed to be both educational and

entertaining can command childrin's attention, teach specific

Skills; and impart general knowledge. Since the Childreo's

Television Workshop was formed in 1966, it has produced

three major television series for children. "Sesame Street"

will start its fifteenth season on November 1, 1983. It
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teaches basic cognitive skills, but has been-broadened over

the years to include affective skills, embracing different

cultures, lifestyles and living conditions, as well as

prescience, including computers and prehealth. This series .

has maintained a regular audkence of over nine million

children in the UWIted States. While many of its first

viewers havenow graduated from high school and Are in the

workplace or coliege, each week more than ten million different

... households. in this country view an average of two programi.

Each year, assuming conservatively that only one person per

household watches the show, "Sesame Street" receives nearly

one billion four hundred million viewings In this country at

a cost of much less than alle penny per viewing. The edUCational
>>

effectiveness of "Sesame Street" has been independently

-..4ecumented.4 In two nationwide studies-of the program's

educational effect, the Educltional Testing Service found

higher learning gains among viewers than-aeong nonviewers,

and Increases. in knowledge in almost every curriculum area

covered by the program.

"The Electric'Company" was produced for rix'years, and

has since been aired in an alternate repeat format. It was
V

deWigned to teach basic reading skill's to' youngsters! Again
f .

evaluations by the Educational Testing Service indicated

4
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regular viewers scored significantlyAigher than non-

v4;4144 In almost all areas stressed by series. A

nationAi study, in the early 1970's showedit, was the most

widely used television series in classrooms, anclivill is,

as far as we.know. "ThekElectric COmpany" reaches today

approximately six_million children, at. home, sad probably

another 2.4 million in clis1 srooms.
.144

jt"--4"" ...The newest secies,prodmcei.byAle Children's Teievision

is "3-2-1 fOntact." It aims, to make science more

and understandabie.to eight to twelve year oids.

,rst season consisted of sixty-five haif-houc Probrams

and was fkrlist aicelln January, 1980. The second season,

consts.tina df forty programs, will p-remier this month. In

the first Jun elope, twenty-.three million-at-home-viewers

tunee.in to Ohm program. . The series combines impact in the
,

home, the scNooi,-and speciai 'assemblages or children,
.

suchast-ne,GirlScouts.-for.season one, more than a half a'

million tea .gutdes were requested-and distributed.

Cooperative Work hasliilbegn undertaken with science museRms,

and the Gir! Scouts of America has opened up new merit badge-

p'rograms that specifically use "3-2-1. Contact" as source

material In Washington, D.C: alone, over Fen thousand

1111

merit badge s;Ociathrgikth "3-2-1 Contact" have been

awarded to.Gi 1 Scouts. Again, the cost of viewing "3-2-1

!ti 0
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Contact"'ii squall:. With repeat airings; season one doit
54.

less than .06e penny per Person per

ThecoSts.of these leleviston. progtamS,b thoughrlsing,:

are remarkably, low. While an advertiser must peg-$75,000

for a thirty_second commercial in Ordinary 01me%time, a

sixty minute ."Ses'ame.Street" in 1983 costs onhy $70,000.

Whigle we are proud of the recard. of accomplishment

the Children,s Television Worksho0"im producinthese..tefeviSion

programs for children, lt,:ts,a.s'ad-fact that the purposiie

educational use of entertaloing television programming is

still,only.a very small pirt of broadcasting. As a nation,

we have nok Committed ourselves to using broadcb'st:ing.tO.

'support schoolroom learning and create a learning society

that will, help us achieve the national goals that we all

applaud.

s not tre in other countries:. In England, for'

example, the BBC's two channels preser;t a combined total of

eight hundred and forty hours o'f children's pi2Ograms each

only a quarter of which is repeat. United States

public television; by contrast, has carried no more than one

'hundred fifty npw program hOurs for'children i any recent

year. There are now no regularly scheduled daily serrps for

- childrem on.any of.our. coNmercial networks: Oritish %child

fi
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growing up on.the BBC't children's offering re ularly

encounters an..imprtssive range of new-tnformatori .and

ideal. At each distinctive stage in their children's de):

voloppent, from preSchool to the age of. early elementary

school,. and later. into the preteen and early, teen syears,,_

there is avdilable in Britain- I regularly scheduled and re-

newed offering of television geSred to e,ach'Age group's

specific _and changing interests and edudationa3 needs,

full 12.5 percent of the BBC.'s broadCastSchedule is devdted

to children.

A similariV large-amount-of quality children's tele-

vis)on is ava'i4Able to Japanese-children throughthe two

nationwide public channels operated by the 'Japanese Bi-oadcasting

Corporation. In Japan, educational tele'vision As carefully

coordinated with classroom learning to support whi goes on

inside the schools.

I submit that there is a high and continuing public'

interest in a consistent and long -term coordination between

education policy and telecommunications policy in the United

States. We know that television tan teach a wide range of

skills and behaviors. Beyond teaching specific skills and

behaviors, we,know that television can motivate an interest

in what children need to know and learn. We know .'that
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television can simultane-ously both entertain aid educate.

If pardnts and older siblings are involVed In the young
4-

child's, television Viewing, fhe child's learning can4in'crease-
-

by three to ten times over what he would learn from viewing

alone. We also know that televisiOn can Show childien-the

world, both the world as it is and the.wOrld as9it might be'.

Appropriately used televsion can vitally contribute to

culture and education and make it much more likely that the

schools will be able to accomplish that which we are asking

them to do.

We spend at least $200 billion a year on education An

America. A trivial fraction of tha / is spent upon the

2purp'osive ed'ucational use of-television. I estimate that no

more than $20 million annually sources is spelt on

nationally available entertpining and educational material:

for children. If that $20 million were.incretsed to.as much.

as $100 million annually, the televis'ion environment of

childhood could be transformed, and the job of the schools

made easier.

Steps need to be taken immediately to .coordinate

education policy wi'th telecommunications policy so that

national purposes will be served:

1) Using all presently availableimeans of broadcasting.
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both commercial and non-commercial, vrays-Showid belfound to

encourage the production and broadcast of more rogramming

that is both educational and enterta-Ining. 'Thi prograNping
1 .

should be designed to impart skill's,*genera/ kn.wledge
.

and
. el

motivate children to achieye the educational goals that are
I

widely agreed,upon.
e

I

...5
i.

2) In order to do'this, increased and consistent
1

I

funding will be necessary.. The amount of money hat is

reqvired is trivial in comparison to general.edu5ational

expenditures, but .it needs tobe applied.wisely nd consistently.
. e
if the long-term effect we desire is to be.achie ed.

RealiStically, the Federal Government is the on) possible

source, for this needed money. It is pointless tq ook to
1

the private sector; the record clearly shows thatsufficient ,

e

private funds will not be forthcoming. I

3) Lookipg to the future, seeps need, to be taken

-immediately-to guarantee access in the new 'distriiwtion

technologies for ch'ildren's programming that is pLrpcisive,

educational informative and entertaining.

4) , Steps need to be taken to develop and sup,

institutions within education and within the tele ision

community -that can provide the programming needed both today

and in the future..
.

1,t is my firm belief that the .deliberations of these ,

Subcommittees could have a historic effect, by begi ning to

develop a consistent'and coherent edikation and telecommunica-

tion., policy and sstepl':,by which it can by implemented.

/

Thank you for allowing me to appear before .yo

e
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Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Rubinstein, identify yourself and proceed.

STATEMENT OF ELI A. RUBINSTEIN
Mr. RUBINSTEIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee:
Thank you for inviting me to testify at this hearing. I am Eli A.

Rubinstein. I am an adjunct research professor at the University of
North Carolina. I have a brief statement. I would also like to
submit for the record a recently, published article of mine .which
suinmarizeS the findings and conclusions of the NIMH 10-year
update.

If that 10-year assessment of research findings on television and
behavior documents anything about television, it is the reconfirma-`
tion that television is a major influence ox the social development
of children. Television teaches, children about the world in which
they live. Some of these lessons' are useful and constructive. Too
often, however, television distorts the world as it actually is and
provides the child with a picture that induces fear and dtimulates
behavior which may be-antisocial.

I would briefly like to comment on these negative effects and
then address the potential that television has for more positive ef-
fects. -

As you know, much publicity has been given over the years
about the effects of televised violence in stimulating aggressive be-
havior in children. Despite all the controversy on this issue and de:
spite the present position of the television industry that there is no
definitive evidence on this matter, the preponderance of scientific 1.
judgment supports the conclusion that televised violence does .
induce aggressive behavior in children.

It should be made clear, to be precise, that these are probably
what we would characterize as weak effects, by which we mean not
all childremare so affected, nor are. the effects highly dramatic in
all instances when they do occur.

But consider the size of ' a population at risk. The total televi-
sion audience of viewers u. 18 years of age is about 50 million
children. If even - -vt-nnth 1 1 percent are adversely affected by
watching televis. ,once, we are talking about 50,000 children. If
any other enviro linental threat invoWed that number of individ-
uals, there would be, a justifiable public concern. So, weak effects
are still of some concern and the networks should be held account-
able.

On the more poditive side, it is clear that there is much potential
for television to do a more constructive service to the young viewer.
For example, as Dr. Sharon Robinson has already testified here, a
recent. report to the American people from a commission of theNa-
tional Science Board notes that commercial television does not do
all it could in informal education for children.

What is especially distressing in this obvious lack of greater at-
tention by, commercial television to the informal educational needs
of children is that they seem to be aware of both the possibility and
the responsibility for significant improvement. One small indiciitor
of such awareness co ales from a recent survey one of my students
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did last- year. We were surveying knowledgeable individuals about
what Federal options might increase the educational benefit to pre-
school children by viewing commercial television in the home.

While there was no strong agreement as to viable options for
'rsuch improved benefit of television viewing, there was clear agree-

ment that television could and should be made more educationally
effective. About half of the respondents were affiliated with corn-
mercial television, and half were not-100 percent pf those not so .

affiliated agreed that telexision could be made more educationally
effective and 9? percent Said itahould lle

Of those with commercial affiliation, 28 percent said it sho ld-be.
Of those with commercial affiliation, almost two-thirds`
that-4'm sorry, I have that wrong-98 percent said it co d be
made more effective and almost two-thirds agreed it should be
more effective. While the latter group are obviously less committed
to change, it is quite clear that even those identified with the in -'
dustry overwhelmingly see both the opportunity and the. obligation
to do more tar the young viewer.

At this point a naive observer might ask, why is not more done?
The simple bottom line answer from the industry is that television
is a business and that there are presumably no profits in quality
programing for children. It seems to me that that is a too pat re-
sponse and that there should be a Way to do better and still not
lose money in the effort.' For the viewing public the bottom line
might well be, if it is not good enough for my children it is not
good enough for me.

In a brief presentation such as this, there is no time to go into
policy options in detail. Two p,ossibilities might be mentioned, how-
ever. One is old and one somewhat new.

The old idea is the oft -recommended center for television and
children. Those of us who have' been concerned with translating re-
search findings into effective policy have long since learned that re-
ports such as the Surgeon General's do not easily translaWinto
policy. What is needed is some long-term instrumentality for-affect-
ing change.

While a center for television, and children has been recommend-
ed many times in the past two 'decades,* it has not materialized, Its
value remains if it could be actualized.

Another possibility is the initiation of what I might call a large-
scale periodic environmental impact study. If TV violence is an en -.
vironmental hazard, what is the environmental impact of television
on children? Is it positive, or perhaps only insignificantly negative?

The industry should welcome such an environmental impact
study. How to do it, and Under whose responsibility, would need,to
be determined. It is the sort of assessment that could be a signifi-
cpt step in the direction of properly evaluating the effect of televi-
sion on our social lives. Some thought should be given to such an
evaluation.

I would be remiss if I did not point out that the responsibility for
increasing the positive impact of television on informal learning is
a shared responsibility. As Grace Baisinger has just said, parents
should also realize that their children's television viewing time can
be mademore Useful by more parental intetest and involvement in
what their children watch. Research has shown that negative ef-
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fects can be mitigated and positive effects enhanced by such paren-
tal involvement.

And, of course, that shared responsibility includes a kind of gov-
ernmental attention to the problems that hearings such as this and
others can provide. Over time, if we all work together perhaps we
can help the industry provide the kind of service to the young
viewer that will benefit everyone concerned.

Thank you very much.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much.
The committee will recess for 10 'minutes. We will go over and

vote and come right back.

PERKINS. Go ahead; Dr. Abel.
Brief recess.]

STATEMEN'P OF JOHN D. ABEL

Mr. ABEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am John Abel, senior vice president for research band planning

of the National Association of Broadcasters. My background is in
education and communication. Before joining Natiorial Associatipn
of Broadcasters I taught for 15 years as a professor in two Big Ten
universities, most recently as professor and chairman of die largest
department of telecommunication in the United States. I also
served as a staff member on the FCC's children's television task
force and authored a major study on children's programing for the
FCC's 1979 report on children's, television.1

The catalyst for today's -discussion is the National Science Board
Commission's plan to improve our Nation's elementary and second-
ary math, science and technology education. If I were a TV critic, I

;would give the plan mixed reviews.
We are all agreed on the need to improve our educational

system, but there is disagreement; even within the educational
community itself, whether math and scie.ace are more important
than reading and writing; whether subject/verb agreement is as
important as being able to determine the hypotenuse of a right tri-
angle; or whether chemistry is more important than foreign lan-
guages.

reemphasis on science reminds me of the sputnik mitre of 25
years ago. President Kennedy faced a similar national corncern in
the 1960's. The problem was,afccessfu,U, ddfessed, but4Ile-G6V.Ar-
.erninent- did not decide to-become prigram director for the Na-
tion's television stations. -

Iristead, as a nation we focused on the educational system. It
seems equally wise today that we not rely on a secondary source-to
be a teacher at home. An educational problem must be addressed
through the educational system and not through the broadcasting

. system.
The NAB plan makes recommendations for model schools, teach -'

er retraining, curriculum development, high school graduation re-
quirementf3, extending the school day or year, standardized testing
and improved certification. of our teachers. All these suggestions re-
alistically address shortdomings of the current educational system.

Nothing' woks better or is even comparable to the trained pro-
fessional teaching in the classroom. Individualized instruction, at-
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tention, feedback, and testing by trained professionals are the best
methods to help studepts learn.

When the Commission report departs from the school classroom
to enter the broadcast control room, however, alarm bells sound.
The Nation's broadcasters do not need the Government to be its
programing partner. The Commission's proposal is very intrusive
in a sensitive first amendment area. Dictating the program con-
tent, the length of the program, the broadcast time of day, is un-
precedented and unwarranted.

I have no question but that the Commission's proposal and its
motivation are well intentioned, tut the pufpose of ,the first
amendment is, to protect broadcasting-from well-intentioned, pro-
graming intrusions, as well as those that are not so well-inten-
tioned.

There are better ways to accomplish the Commission's education-
al objectives than mandating daily after-school television programs.
If we want students to learn more, we should keep them in school
for andther hour rather than send them' home to watch television,
to an environment where the teacher has no supervision, no guid-
ance, no review. -

Our teachers are trained to teach and are guided by a highly de-
veloped curriculum. Expecting broadcasters and parents to assume
the role of professional teachers is unrealistic.

It is also unrealistic to assume youngsters will voluntarily watch
educational television programs and that parents will supervise
program selection. And it is naive to assume that. after a full school
day, youngsters will he eager and able to master the exact sciences
by watching a television program.

The broadcast community takes seriously its responsibility to its
young audiences. Many children's programs contain informational
"nuggets." There are miniprogralms at the network and local ,
levels, as well as various programs designed to encourage reading.
Broadcasters as well provide many area schools with "Teacher's
Guides to Television" or other study and discussion guides based on
network, syndicated or local programs. Several stations participate
in the "TV News Game" or local versions of a "Current Events
Quiz" or "News Quiz,".by underwriting the cost of supplying mate-
rials to-school systems.

At the -local level, stations often have advisory committees on
children's television which include area teachers. Local stations,
through various outreach projects, promote and/or organize health
fairs, museum tours, and many other. worthwhile event for young-
sters in their communities. ,

To .foster cooperation and understanding among broadcasters,
educators, parents and children, the NAB is sponsoring anothert
Children's Television Conference here in Washington; October 10-
12. I would like -to take this opportunity to invite You to 'visit our
screening rooms to view locally produced children's television pro-
grams from around the country and to attend our general sessions.

Television is an educational medium in a broad context. It ac-
quaints one with the world at large and expands our knowledge of
world cultures, societal differences and similarities, and exposes us
to
s

foreign languages. It is not welt suited to developing scientific
kills.

32,305. 0-84-,-6 48
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It is the trained classroom teacher, not the unresponsive televi-
sion set, who teaches and teaches well. Support' of our formal edu-
cational system is essential. Turning the responsibility, over to tele-
vision simply Will not solve the problem. Broadcasting will not,
cannot, and shmild not take the place of a 'qualified classroom
teacher.

We as broadcasters believe we are meeting the needs and inter-
ests of children and will continue to work with educators and other
community leaders to serve this special audience.

Thank you. -
[The prepared statement of Mr. Abel follows:]

AL,

to,
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STATEMENT OF JOHN D. ABEL..

I. am John Abel, Senior Vice President for,Research and

Planning of the National'Association of Broadcasters.
I have

some baCkground in education and communication. Before joining

NAB / taught for 15 years as a pilifessor in two Big Ten unal,Aties,

most recently as'Professor Chaiktan of the largest Department

of&Telecommunication In the United States -- over 1,000 student.

I also served as a staff member on the FCC's Children's Television

Task Force and authored a major study on children's programming

for the FCC's 1.679 Re'port on Children's Television.

The NAB is the major national trade association of radio

and television broadcasters. The NAB includes among its members

Some 700 television stations in addition to the th elevision-

,networks and 4,500radio'statians. I welcome this opportunity

to represent these broadyaste Before your Committee.

The catalyst for today''. discussiolis the "at; "ial

Board Commission's plan t, ...e our na.tc ... eiementary. and

secondary math, science and technology education.

%So Pf I ware a CV critic, I would give the NSB Commission's

Report mixed reviews.. Parts of it I endorse, parts of it I

4

question, parts of it I reject,, and in someareas I have suggestions.

We are all agreed on the need to improve our educational

system but there is disagreement, even within the educational

community itself, whether math and science are more important

than reading and.writing; whether subject/verb agre.ement is

:
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or is not as important as being able to determine the hypotenuse
s

of a right triangle, or whether chemistry is more import'ant

than foreign languages. This re-emphasis on science reminds

me.of the Sputnik scare of 25 years ago when:President Kennedy

faced a Similar national concern. The problem was successfully

addressed then, resulting in significant strides in technology.

The government did not, howeve'r, decide to become program director .

for the nation's television stations. Instead, as a nation,

we focused on the educational institutions.nd educational profes-

sionals which proved successful.

It seems equally wise today that we not rely on a secondary

so ce -- television -- to be a teacher at 'home. We must focus
uli w

on he real issues. An edlicational problem must be addressed

ti

through the educational system and not through the broadcasting

system.

The NSB plan makes recommendations for: model schools,

teacher retraining, a new basics" curriculum development, high
l/

school graduation requirements, extending the school day or

year, standardized testing and improved certification of our

teachers. All these suggestions realistically addre'ss current

shortcom4ngS of the current educational system. Nothing works

better or is .even comparable to the trained professional teaching

in the classroom. Individualized instruction, tttrition, feedback,

and testing by trained professionals will work and will be produc-

tive. Classroom teaching is the best forum to help our students
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learn and teachers are our best teaching tools. Trained profes-

sionals can detect problems in a child's learning and can respond

to assist that child. Students need guidance, instruction and

structure that trained classroom teachers provide.

When the Commission Report departs from the school classroom

to enter the broadcast control room, however, alarm bells sound.

The nation's broadcasters do not heed the government to be its

programming partner--the program director--to set the nation's

programming agenda. Freedom from federal programming fiat is

the single thing that most distinguishes our form of government

from others.

The Commission's proposal is shockingly intrusive in a .

,

sensitive First Amendment area. Dictating the program content,

the length of the program, the broadcast time of day, and the
P.

..

.

.number of days is unprecedented, unwarranted, and unproductive.

I have no ,question but that the C s proposal and its

motivation are well intentioned. But the purpose of the First

Amendment is to protect broadcast ng from well-intentioned program-

ming intrusions as well .as those th t are not-so well-intentioned.

There are better ways to 7-c-dMplish the Commission's educational

objectives than mandating daily after school television programs.

If we want students to learn more, we should keep them in'school

for another- hour rather than send'them home to watch TV--to

an environment where the teacher has no supervision, no guidance,

no review.
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If we want students to learn more, we should issue quality

homework assignments--which provide quick feedback as to 'whether

the day's lesson was understood--by whom and how well.

Through teacher evaluation and supervisiori, an individualized

learning program and interaction will help the student fearn.

For example, if students need physical exercise, we do not send

them home to watch a TV show on exercise--beause some will

exercise without supervision but most will not. Instead, we

make them take a gym, class where there is supervision. And

it is'naive tb assume tWat.after a full school day, youngsters

will be eager and able to master the exact sciences, by watchin4

a television program.

Our teachers are trained to teach and are guided by thoroughly,

developed curricula. Expecting broadcasters and parents to

as Lme the role of professional teacher is unrealistic. ItI

is also unrealistic tq asSume that-youngsters Will voluntarily
,

watch educational. television programs and that parents will

supervise program selection. What if the TV plOgram and it

,.lesson and not understood? The youngster will have to ask the

teacher the next day--if he or she remembers the question, or

ask an ,auth.ority figure at home where there may be no answer

or, worse yet, the wrong answer--neither of which positively

contributes to the parent/chi-ld relationship.

Th'e broadcast community takes seriously its responsibility,

to, our young audience. Many children's programs contain informa-
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"nuggets." (For example, explanations on prehensile

tails an'd how diamonds are made from coal. under pressure).
4

There are mini- programs at the _network level ("Mu ltipl icat i on

Rock ," "Grammar Rock," "In the News," etc.) and local level s

("Nooze Reports," "Minute Mores" 'and others) as well as various

reading programs dei igned to encourage reading. Broarcasters

as well provide, many area schools with Teacher's Guides to Television

Or other study.and discuslion guides b'ased on network, syndicated

or local programs. Seve'ral Stations participate in the "TV

News Game" or local versions of a "Current Events Quiz" or "News
/

Quiz" by underwriting the cost of .supplying and mailing classrooin

material s to school systems every week school is in session.

At the local level, stations 'often have advisory committees*

on children's television which i ncl ude area teachers. Local

stations, through various outreach projects, promote and/or

'organi ze heal th fairs, museum tours,- and many other worthwhile ,

events for youngsters in their communities; ,,

.
To foster cooperation and understandi ng among broadcasters, /.

educators,,,.parents and ,chi ldren , the NAB is'*sponsor in g another
...

.
j

Chii 1 dre p ' s Television ConferenCe., here' i n Washington October
a

.
,

1 10-L2. I would like to take this opportunity to invite you

to vfisi t 'dur ,screeni ng rooms to view locally produced chi ldren's

telal/fSion programs from around the country and to attend Our
.

generil sessions. These sessions will exami ne 'current chi ldren's

program development, evaluate children'sFtelevision programs

5 4

J.
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'7'-and provide a platform fgr 0.t., area 'school. chfldren%

to discuss their view-sue of the -world., of television.'

In additibe to screening and .generral sessions, you

also invited to parti.eipate in our work s.hopt where edUcators,

s.tat ion: managers-, community affa.irs directors and 'produCer

are.'wo-rking, together..to provide all of us with a a .better uader-

standi ng of the complexities of children's television. It is -.

through the sharing of knowledge and Informat4on that we .ca n
- -

best. serve the needs of our nation's children and NAB has spearheade'd

this effort and will continue to facilititethese exchanges.

look forward to your support -and participation. (As-

%,t..children's -TV Conferehce materials are ready for.

release,. we will provide yOu and yobr Committeetmembers,complete

packets.).

Television is an educatiOnal medium in a broad Co-ntext-

-it gcquaints one with the world at large and expands our know.ledge

of world cultures, societal differences and similarities, and

exposes us to foreiln. languages. It enriches our 1 iv-es.0 We

gain a general appreciat-ion of others and learn that a smile

is a smile in-any language.

Commerci tel,ev-ision acquai-nts one with concepts.. It

is not well.- suited to developing 4.cientific skills.
. 4;4

We all know that learning, especially-the learni ng of science

and mathematics, requires-reinforcement, feedback, and interaction.-

It is the trained .olasSrowp teacher, not the unresponsive-te-levi sion

set, who- teaches and teaches well. .support of our .formal educational

syStems is essential. Turning the responsibility over to television

simply willnot solve the problem. Broadc.asting will' not, canncit,

and should not .take tht place of a qualified clessroom.teacher.r

We as broadc"asters, believe we are currently. meeting the

needs and interests of children -and will continue Io work with

educators a''nd other community leaders to serve is. special
.

segment of our audience. We arp Proud- of the present nd co nf

of thefuture

;
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Paiticis. Thank you very much. "-
Theswitnessis to my way of thinlaig have certainly presented

convincing testimony in favor of using television to further the
education of children. Could the witn tell me who would
oppose Mr. Wirth's ideathat an hour a y be set aside for educa-

Aional- programing, and `what would,th reasons be for opposition?
Is it a matter of lost'revenue or :th cost of deireloping new pro-

grams? We will stars with y and go all the way across,grams?
ABEL? I think we would optiOse it., largely on. first amends

. went grounds. ,
Sebond, we believe that there is prOgraming available. For exam::

pia in 197344 and 1977-78 the FCC conducted- a study of the aYail-
ability of children's program* I think "in . 1973-74-they.found
an average commercial television station that there were about
10.5 hours of , Childreffs programing available. And in 197748
that it'increased-to-about 1L3 hours in a composite week.

If you look at the average bioadcast station being about 18 hours
per day, that works out to, about 1,0 percent of. the total broadcast
lime. is devoted to Children's-programing. So I guess in one sense
we *Could it is availabla In another sense, we would olipose it
based largely on first amendment grounds.

Mr. PERKINS. All, right. We will hear from,you now, Dr. Rubin-
stein. - ,

Mr. RUBINSTEIN. I think that Dr. Abel presents what seems like
an eitber/or situation'. I think that is a misinterpretation' of.what
many of us are -suggesting. Television can be extremely helpfuj as

tan, adjunct, as ,informal education, and-not as formal education. It
is not intended that we improve television in lieu of formal educa-
tion, but precisely because it is an adjunct. 1.

The FCC in 1977-78 had a proposed rulemaking about increasing
the amount of educational programing on television. That did not
pass, but it is clear that ought to be done,' anid I would certainly
conclude With' you, Mr. Chairin :t it is a very good step, in the-
right direction.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Morrisett.
Mr. Moaaisgrr. As you know m my ,testimony,. Mr. Chairman,

I 'would support the idea that there should,be considerably more
educative television prqgraming7both on commercial and noncom-
mercial broadcasting. Igthink the opposition to this idea will come
,primarily from two sources. One is, there *ill be a belief that there
will be lost revenue as .a result Of this Second, there Swill be' a.,
belief that increased production costs will be required.

When the amounts of time stated about presently available corn-
mercial children's teleVision are quoted, we are talking' largely
abouCcartoorix--and about Very low-coat production. If we are _talk-
ing about programing that is developed for the educational and en-
tertainment values, there is very little' on commercial television at

, present. In flict, there...is now no weekly daily series availableon
any commercial network-for children. , "Captain Kangaroo" was the'
last remaining of these programs. It has since been moved to a dif-
ferent time slot on the weekend.

So, I think the opposition primarily will center around potential
lost revenue And increased production costs, and I submit that in
the Nation's benefit,-/those are well worth incurring:
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Mrti Panama. Thank yo. u very much. Mrs. Reisinger.
Ms; Beemigkit. Certainly Mr. Morrisett has stilted the point very

well. National PTA- would be Very supportive of any effort to in
crease the amount of age-specific programing on a rekrular
dud .we, mean progrenling. each ,day of the week froni
p.in. or even later. s

I think the iesuehere for those who would.ojpose a efforts.
when they inject the first . wendinent threat, 'they are using th
first amendment as a smokescreen in an attempt, to hide behind
The real iBIRIE iS money' and the buck. The kids are not he big con-.
:earners. Therefore, why should commercial television haid much
effortto devote excellence in p - for children? . .

Mr. PERKINS . Dr. Robinson. Pull,that microphone up to you:
Ms. ROBINSON. Mr. Perkins, I would point out one other arena

that' Will require some discussion. If the FCC under its current
leadership holds any clue to the area .of oppositibn, I wmildhave to
suggest that perhaps this administration would not -find this bill ac-
ceptable, this concept acceptable. I think here we are looking at
some argument about free enterprise and the phenomenon of let
the marketplace govern itself. I am reminded of this concern be-
cause we often hear the problem cited of generating the audience
for our children's television Programing. It has: been our experience
that when we have attempted to work with the networks on pro,
moting programing we know to be forthcoining and we know to be
of high quality, some of our members and some of our students are
very often disappointed because scheduling is so unreliable. With
those conditions it is impossible to. generate an audience, and it is
impossible to create the kind of commercially attractive audience
that children's television ought to be and could be.

Mr..Pintams. Mr. Singer. ,

Mr. SINGER. A couple of points, Mr. Chairman.
First, I think that one of the major concerns in structuring any

legislative response must be the avoidance of competitive disadvan-
tage. That is, I think that When we are talking about the negatives )1

from a broadcaste's standpoint, obviously it is not simPly.the lost
revenue or the time on a particular hour. It may be what it does to
an evening schedule or to a lead in to switching the dials and all
the rest, which may, lead to some sort of competitive dvanta,ge.-

So, I do think we have to think-through the ached so that
no one achieves that kind of negative or positive adv e, be-
cause igthat is the case, I believe you will have,broadoasters ing,
this in a way that does not achieve the purpose. ss.

Second of all, I want to 'read a quote from the Librarian of Con-
gress, Daniel Borstein. It appears on a production we `did in.cooper-
ation with CBS. It says, "'Watching television and reading books

- are the best media for spontaneous education, and that is why I be-
lieve in their coexistence." That is consistent with what other wit-
nesses here haye said.

I notice MI. Morriiett used two words consistently together,
"educational" and 'entertaining;" and I think that it is wrong to
assume that-because you do not have an instructor right there with
you in the house or watching the television that it cannot be edtica-
tionah The record of "Sesame Street" is that it is amazingly eduba-
tional and amazingly entertaining at the same time Who would



deny that "Roots" did not have a tremendous edncati4nal in:meet
on the American public relative to Our history invol slavery,
involving the whole civil rights movement in the U States?
Who would deny the positive impact ofa program like " edu -.
cationally? , .

nAnd to the extent that the etworks, ABC in that ce, MaXi-
mized that through advertising and promotional mate :'and "edu-
cational materials, or that NBC did with "Shogun," ur under:
standing of. Japan and understanding ,the culture, we co d have
trememtmis positive - educational impact, and to say tha cod()

, not is 'foolish. Lthink we must recognize the duality- of entertain-
ment and education if we are going to be successful in achieving..
that hour, 2 hours, or whatever time is set aside for p
Otherwise, you will end up in the competitively disad antageoussituation.

Mr. Femurs: Mr. Wirth. '
Mr. WITH Thank you very muck Mr. Chairman. I tly

predate having this splendid panel with us today. Lwoul just like
to quote a couple of summary statements that I think ost all of
you would agree. First, Mr, Morrisett, you said that e simple
truth is that education occurs both inside and outside he class-
room. The school is not an isolated Provider of educati n. It can
Only work effectively in an environment which support learning
and achievement. The home is a key part of that equa 'on, and
television has become a vital and integral part of the home.

And DiRubinstein ie .saying television can no longer consid-
ered as a casual part of daily life, as an electronic toy. h
findings have long since destroyed the illusion that tel vision is
,merely innocuous entertainment. While learning, it p vides us
mainly incidental rather than diractly formal. It is a s cant
part of the total acculturation process. IP

Now, to the critics of the notion of using television as an adjunct,'
I think those are two very eloquent responses. ,

Now, Mr. Abel, on behalf of the NAB, says that "The roadcasi
community takes seriously its responsibilities to our yO g
ence." We have examined that isidie subcommittee to how s&
riously in fact the industry ake its responsibiliti In an
effort to better understand what is being done today, the ubconi-
mittee on Teleconimunications 'sent a questionnaire to every com-
mercial television station in the Nation.

Although a congressional request usually elicits very h re-
sponse rates; on this one only 40- percent of the stations des ed to
respond to the U.S. Congress. Last night we received the t _com-
puterized data from the survey. Results on .children's pr aming
showed that this Nation's commercial' broadcasters devote only 61
minutes a' week to educational- progfaining for children, o three- ,
quarters of 1 percent of their daily air time, while make_
up 152 minutes pf children's prograthing. Including all ter pro-
graming, the nuggets, referred to by Dr. Abel, including other
programing such as game shows, according to the broadcas indus-
try's responses, stations on average air a grand total of 1 hours
per week that might be related to children. That transl t+is to
about 3 percent of the total air time.

a.



Frankly, I' was 'really surpiised, &rid I would say deeply diiiap-
pointed by these statistics, and I am sure that these figures are un-
derestimated. When it Comes to cartoon programag, as one lookini

. at any TV-for Saturday morning- alone would note; there is a pleth-
ora of "Spiderman" and related efforts for kids on Saturday morn-
ing.

I was also surprised by which stations aired the most children's
programing I would have thought that the wealthier networks:
would have been the ones to do most of the prograining, given that
we haveheitid children's programing is unprofitable. However; it is
just the opposite. Our data showed, surprisingly, that indepeurlent
stations aired twice as many ry-',,,utes of children's programing
each week as do the networks.

The question, it seems to me, is, are we going to be serious as a
nation about everybody responding to the challenge of educating
and socializing in our young? In a democratic society, it seems to
me there is no greater task that we face than bringing the young
into the ability participate in this society, whether they are
rural or urban, blac or white, rich or poor. All our children must
be brought in and gi n that opportunity.

7We have always sal we all have that responsibility,-not just in
the little red schoolhouse, not just the schools from 8 to 3 during
the day, but everybody has the responsibility to work on it. We also
must require those who use a very precious resource, which is the
spectrum provided to the networks and to the broadcasters, a
scarce public resource, to fulfill their -obligation to participate in
the educational process as well.

That is all we are asking, and that in a democratiC society. I
strongly believe that this is not too much of a request to make: I
thought that data was very interesting, and I appreciated you all
being here. Do you have any response to those numbers? Does that
surprise you?

Mr. RUBINSTEIN. No.
Mr. WIRTH. Dr. Morrisett.
Mr. MORRLSETT. No.
Mr. WIRTH. Dr. Abel, are you surprised by the numbers?
Mr. ABEL. I have not seen them. I have only heard you report

. them, 'I have not seen a 'report from the subcommittee. I would be
interested in receiving that, by the way. We have a study in prog-
ress where Wite probably 100-percent cooperation -from 30 or so
markets; al e commercial stations in those markets. The pre-,
liminary rsult.fi are substantially different from what you report
here, although I am not sure if you were able ,in your survey to
adequately sort out, or the broadcaster would be adequately able to
sort out the definition of an educationaLprograrn. _ .

Furthermore, I think some of the other panelists in subsequent
panels may iespond to the notion that in the total marketplace, in-
cluding public television stations and cable -programing services,
that there is substantially more educational programing available
in the marketplace than what your study would indicate.

I might point out that the NAB study looks at public television
stations as well as cable, and has criteria fdr what would be an ap-
ptopriate level, of cable penetration that would'show that there is
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substantially more educational programing and substantially more
children's p in the total marketplace.

The thing bothers me about your study is that it was; and I
think broadcasters perceived-it as, an overwhelming intrusion into
the operation of their b Furthermore, theAefinition---

Mr. WIRTH. How is a.stdarof what the broaddiate,ra-have on an
intrusion into the marketplace? .

ABEL. Because the definitions were very arbitrary of what
children's programing was, and particularly.the educational and
informational aspects of children's programing were inadequately
defined in your questionnaire. -

Mr. Wram. The 'arbitiory definition" was, as you probably
know, the same one that has been used by the FCC for years and
years

Mr. ABEL. Is that true of educational informational programing?
Mr. WIRTH. Yes, in terms of difining what programing we were

asking for. How that could be an intrusion into the business of
-----liroadcasteme. Does the public not have the right to

know ,what is being sh7cvii-over-tiae-publis? Does the
public not have a right to know, to be able to categorizele------
to say this is what is going on iii.firime time, this is what goes on
in the afternoon? Does the public hot have a right to know that? Is
that an intrusion into the, broadcaster's business?

Mr. ABM,. I said I think they peiceive it as an intrusion.
Mr. Wirrii. Can the U.S. Congress ask the broadcasters of this

country to tell the U.S. Congress what it is that is being shown
over the public airwaves?_Not_that one thing is'good or bad. Just
tell us what is going on. Sixty percent of the broadcasters are arro-
gant enough not to respond to the U.S. Congress request for infor-
mation. And your trade organization, in fact, writes to those broad-
casters and says to them, do not respond. Please tell us what is
going on. I find that absolutely extraordinary.

By the way, Mr. Chairinan, that is an issue separate from what
we are discussing today, but symptomatic of the problem of the re-
lationship of this overall environment to, again, the education and
socialization of our young. That is the issue we are concerned
about, and I happen to believe that everyone has a responsibility.
You cannot lay it off on cable or lay it off on public broadcasters.
We all have that responsibility and should create more plans for
how we are going to fulfill that responsibility.

Thank you, Mr: ChairMan.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Wirth.
Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
It has been a very -interesting discussion and a very interesting

panel. I appreciate you being here. There is not anyone who feels
stronger than I do, I do not believe, in this Congress about cleaning

- up and improving the quality of TV that peoplechildrenand
people, in ,general, are watching. I expect that the concern is how
do you go ibout doing it? And in the process of doing that,'' is it the
atiprOpriate way for the Government to take over the programing
and to begin to regulate further that programing?

I think it has been interesting that TV in America, competitive
TV programing in America has survived in a very highly regulated.
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industry. I think the question each of us has to ask ourselves is, as
you further regulate, is there a point beyond which you can regu-
lstp before it becomes taking over the proceis.of programing?

I think that our efforts should be first in this area of removing
the negative, removing the violent and the sexually oriented pro-
gramme that is detrimental to our children, and is aired into our

oh mes without our approval, and I think that needs to be concen-
trated onperhaps before we- start taking over the p ogr and
man. tintcertain, kinds of programing. Educational is a very.
co ndable.piocess.

Let me make one or two other comments before i'ask a.couple of
questions. The countries where we do have totally regulated -TV
programing are not the kind of countries that I believe our citizens
are requesting that we litre in. Russia has a totally controlled pro-
gram of TV, and many of the other totalitarian governments do.
And I am not sure that that is the type of programing that we
want.

Another concern I have is that the 'children are in School now all
day long,' and the Commission reports on improving the ,quality of
education in America that we need to increase the homework, and
I personally believe that: I think it is important that. we improve
and increase the homework.requirements. -

So, e tion-would ]gave to be, if you expect _the children to
go home and their homevcifit after 6i-7 hours in classrooms; is it
expected 'that they would then want to sit down and watch another
hour or so of science and math or educational TV, and particularly
if they have the choice of turning the knob to something else?

What will they choose? Will they choose 1 more hour, perhaps
their only hour of free-time? Would tlaey choose educational activi-
ties on TV, or would they choose "Mash," or "Dallas," or some
other programing that they are used to watching'?

Another concern I have is, who is to determine the quality of the .

rograming? If you leave it to the networks and the independent
stations, tliey will have to set up a whole new department for that
purpose; and the question is, would it be experts that would help to
do that for 1 hour of programing every 24 hours, or would they rely
upon their existing staff, which are expert in entertainment and
other activities of TV programing, but would have no experience in
education, and would it <dilute our existing emphasis on educational
TV? ,

Now, let the ask a couple of questions to help clarify these ques-
tions in my fnind. First of all, and perhaps Dr. Morrisett might be
the one who could answer this, or if anyone else could, is there any
existing Federal funding for educational TV that is now being pro-
gramed? Do we have any educational TV programing where it re-
ceives Federal funding?

Mr. MoalusErr. Yes, we do, or course. The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, has substantial funds, Federal . funds flowing in for
edtidational programing, and other witnesses who will be on later
can talk to that better than I can. Within the various departments,
the National Science Foundation, the Department of Education,
and other departments, there are no earmarked funds as far as I
know for educational television progranyifg. Some. funds dago from
other programs into those areas, as, or example, the support .by,
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the National Science Foundatkui and the. National irEducation
Folmdation of "n-l-Contact."

-Mr. PACKARD. I was going to ask if "3-2-1," "Sesame Street"-
"Electric'Company," or " as have been referred to on sever-
al occasions, did they receive any special Federal funding?

Mr. MoniaszTr. Sesame .Street was originally supported one-half
by the Federal ent and one- If by private sources. No
'longer do any Federal funds support "Sesame Street" The Public
Broadcasting Stations pay about one-third Of the cost, and the Chic
dren's Television Workshop, through its own revenues, -pays twd-
thirds of the cost. The "Electric Company" was origin' ally support-
ed through. Federal funds. It is no longer supported at all by Feder-
al moneys. Some Federal money does generally go into "3-2-1-Con-
tact."
,Ms. ROBINSON. Mr. Packard, I would like to also point out that

un the Emergency School Assistence Act [ESAA] a number of
oprinning programs were produced and can be made available

any station that wishes 'to, air these programs. These are
,age specific programs. that have already been developed that help
US to address some of the. problems of stereotyping, cultural bias,
cultural awareness. These are godd programs that were produced
with Federal funds and can bade available to any station for
airing. The problem is getting did air time from the stations to use
these program.,

Mr. PACKA1?ff Excellence is in the eye of the beholder often, and
if in fact those programs are highly desirable and would bring
about high viewership, why then is it necessary to mandate that
there be an hour for such programing?

Ms. Rosmrsori_At this point there is .no reason to offer anything;
because programming, the students, the children will turn tle cur-
rent programming on. There is not enough in the environm
encourage them to be discriminating 'viewers, and it is the adults
who have the authority to also take the responsibility to make this
available.

I, believe that if it is consistently available, students will turn it
on and become accustomed to utilizing it, such as they do with
"Sesame Street." My daughter spent all day in preschool and came
hOme and still watched "Sesame Street" and "Electric Co." as a
preschooler, because that is what I saw to it that she turned on.
But if parents are not there, some iof Lui who can help to control
what" canoe into the home need to take' that responsibility, and I
believe parents would welcome that assistance. '

Mr. PACKARD. We have found that those programs that have
been funded under the Emergency School Aid Act, where the pro-
graming was funded and prepared and presented through a con-
trolled environment such as that, that the ratings and the viewer-
ship was poor and very negative. It would appear to me that
the best approach to educational TV is in a concentrated and qual-
ity environment rather than a shotgun method of having every sta-

. tion carry 1 hour where it would virtually be uncontrolled and at
the mercy of the television expert programers rather than from the
educational level.

So that if there are Federal funds earmarked for educational TV,
it would be iri an educational TV envii-onnizt, and concentrated to
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the point where we could expect° and could control the excellence
and the quality. Do you have any response to that? Do you feel it
would be better to give a smattering of educational TV programs

- on all programs? . - iMr. SINGER. Well, I share your concern. Obviously, if you have a
funded program on one channel and "Mash" or any of the other
programs, which happens to be a 'good program, or "Dallas," or
some of the other ones, you might be wasting Federal money.' That
is what I meant before when I said,- competitive disadvEuitage when
you have a scattergun approach:

I do think it is now important, though, that this is not simply a -
question Of program time allocation. Iti haii got to be a much great-
er concentration of ancillary resources as well, and requiring the
cooperation of the educational community and the parent commu-
nity. You cannot do it alone. Let me give you an example.

When the National' Geographic specials were aired on public
television for the first time, the underwriter of those programs,
Gulf Oil Co., spent an increased amount of money to promote those
programs, including promotion on commercial broadcaiting. The
viewership of those programs, the National Geographic specials,
which are marvelous educational programing examples, was four
and five times higher than comparable public television program-
ing aired at exactly the same time.

In other words, it is a combination of resources, not just the
availability of the program in the air time, and you will- have to
put those things together to make it successful. I submit to you
that why some programs that were funded by the Federal Govern-
ment did not work is, you did not have the exact combination of
promotion and educational involvement together with the program-
ing allocation.

Mr. PACKARD. I have taken more thiin my share of the time, I
think. Let.me just conclude by commenting that in none of the re-
ports that I have studied rather thoroughly on improving the qual-
ity of education in Americathere have been many, as you know
this question of the responsibility of television, public and commer-
cial, to provide a portion of that improvement been addressed. I
find' that interesting, that they sense.tha-t-that-is-not_nwessuri,IY
the most appropriate place to improve the quality of education.
, There is no question that children are being educated through
television, and I have as much concern at anyone as to the quality

ti of the material coming over the air, but I am not certain that the
best answer is to' retulate the programing and require a certain
type of programing. You could also require the arts and sciences to
be represented for an hour every day. You could also require many,
other areas of people's total television, not just in the area of the
academics.

Certainly I am open to the bill, but it will require a great deal of
study on my part before I would feel comfortable in regulating an
hour a day of television. What hour it is going to be, how it ,is going
to, be shown, how it is going to3e competitive with others from one
station to another, and what the regulations are will be of great
concern to me, as well as the quality of the program.

Thank you very much.
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- Mr. Pssamts. Dr. Rubinstein raised an important point there at
the last. Would yoU care to comment on that?

Mr. RUBINSTEIN. I think, Mr. Pickard, the reason that the educa-
tion concerns in the past about improving education have ignored
television is. not because of deliberate understanding that teleVision
cannot make an impact, but an unforttmate ignorance on.the part
of those groups that television is in fact as important and influen-
tial as it is. I think one of the findings we came out with in the 10-
year update- I athided to in my statement is precisely that commer-
cial television as in formal education is as powerful and persuasive
as if is, and I would hope and predict that future efforts, as this
recent National Science Board Commission recommends, to im-
prove the role of all facets of American life on our educational
process would very much include the role of television as an infor-.
mal educator.

Mr. PACKARD. I just wanted to respond to that maybe with a
question. Are you suggesting, then, that the Federal Jovernment
take the role of determining what is available to the public in
terms of programing, in terms of other services, not just television?

14r. RusiksrErbi. I would like to respond to that by saying that
most of us who have done .research in this field, and I am getting a
little bit out of my element by going beyond the issue of research,
but it is rtinent to note, most of us who are doing research in the
field are Cry much opposed to Federal regulation of program con-
tent. But bat is not to say that there should not be some Federal
concern 'th the rather mediocre if not 'abysmal kind of position
that commercial television has taken in the past.

I think, for example, it is a very serious indictment. of commer-
cial television that they did not initially produce and actually air
"Sesame Street". There was the talent and certainly the financial
resources to produce "Sesame Street". What is interesting about
"Sesame Street" is precisely that it is for preschool children. Each
coupje of years you have a whole new audience becoming available
to you. Why did not commercial television produce.a program of
the excellence of "Sesaine Street"?

, .Mr. PACKARD. I certainly agree that commercial television
there is an indictment against them, in my judgment, in term's of
the quality of programing as it relates to the morals and the ethics
and the standards the American people are trying to achieve and
maintain. The question is, how do you achieve that? That is. the
real issue in my judgment in this matter.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr: Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a couple of observations, and then a question, one to Mr.

Abel. Your revelation here this morning indicated that there is
only 40 percent response .to a questionnaire put out by Chairman
Wirth to all of the broadcasters. I was also informed that a tele-
gram went out from your organization; Mr. Abel, suggesting that it
was only voluntary.

We are both experienced enough in life to know that that should
have been an official communication, so what you were doing, I
think, was performing a disservice or developing a perception th4t
we are in an adversarial position. I really do not think that is the
way we should be at this point. We do have common interests, and
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hopefully, working together, we should produce a satisfabtory piece
of legillation to accommodate all of our needs.

When you suggested that we had a 100-percent response; ihere
was some laughter in the audience. I understand it, but that tells
us something. We do not, as Members of Congress, take lightly the
issuing,of questionnaires to determine a national response from os-
tensibly a responsible industry, an industry to. a large eltent that
is dependent upon the U.S. Government.

Now, you offered .several argdm' ents. One was the first amend-
ment. We have heard that offered time and time again. I think it is
specious in this case. But let us explore that, What about the sense
of responsibility, that the broadcast industryahouldlaveftsponsi-
bility to the young folks of our Nation? I do not think a response is
necessary. It is rhetorical. But it does also raise the issue.

Also, I thinir you attempted to misleadthis committee when you
said that an average of 10 percent of time was devoted to children's
programs. Now, wires you consider what we are, seeking, and then .
you respond by sayThg 10 percent of the time is devoted to chil-
dren's programing, I hope you do not want us to believe that the
cartoons, which probably make up most of the 10 percent, would be
regarded as educational instruments.

While we are talking about that, that number is not even all
that impressive. I was reading Mr. Morrisett's testimony. He says
that BBC allocates a full 12.5 percent; and even further in Japan.
Notwithstanding the point that you have raised where you said
that this would not be a substitute 'for classroOm teaching, and no
one said it was, Dr. Rubinstein said it was an adjunct, a supple-
ment. In Japan, they coordinate their television programs to what
occurs inside the school, inside the classroom, and that is exactl
what we are talking about. \

My colleague, Mr. Packard, who is definitely concerned, and has
given this considerable time and attention, and I agree it will re-
quire time and detailed studies and very serious deliberationi, sug-
gested that we should concentrate the timing and also have some
Federal educational- programing. Nothing would please me more.

This Education and Labor Committee on which I serve with
Chairman Perkins has devoted itself since its creation to providing
,additional funding and, creating programs for enlarging education
and enhancing those educational opportunities for the young folks .

of our Nation, but the gentleman's suggestion that there be Feder-
al funding is salutary. ".

I want to assure the gentleman, and I am sure Chairman Per-
kinskins would agree, and I am sure so would Chairman Wirth, that we ,,,-.

would be happy to join the Republicans on that issue to provide
some Federal funding, because I can see it as an adjunct, as an or-

. ganized adjunct to ordinary classroom activities. I can see it as a
definite enhancement of education for our children.

One question. Dr. Rubinstein said TV distorts the world and can
have negative effects. What kind of research has been done to ex-
amine other aspects of the. TV programing on children, such as
stereotyping, which is consistent with my opening comments? Ster-
eotyping comes in many forms. It is not confined to minorities. We
know the difficulties. I will not even dignify them by illustrating
them. We have dealt with them in the past. We have raised the
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issues in the past with relation to one ethnic group, as in other
ethnic groups,., each one burdened with their own particular
burden,rand there' has been some substantial progress when we
have brought it to the attention of the networks, but clearly much
femains to be done. 1 ..

But the queition to you, as I said, was, what, kind or research has
been done to examine other aspects?' -

Ruertaermi.,Theire has been a good deal of research-that has
devoted itself to the issue of stereotyping,Let me, to'be fair. to the
industry, point out that in any effort to present adramatic portray
al of events or individuals: there needs tele some simplification. of
human behavior, aird often that wilt rm. ,kg in some kind of stereo-
typing, but beyond that, / think it hai- been Clear, in the research
that has been done that there is racial, Sexual, ethnic,end lageltler:
eotyping of various kinds. .

And as you pointed out, when groups concerned about this par-
ticular stereotyping then go to the networks, either in an effort to
change voluntarily or under some kind of public pressure, there
has been some response. Certainly the -presentation of blacks on

- television has changed, not. sufficiently,. but to some extent. The
'.Gray Panthers has been very active in trying to get the networks
to change the old stereotype of the aged person as being feeble if
not mentalli, ill and unable to take care of themselves.

The fact that most commercials show individuals, both male and
female, who tend to be somewhat more handsome and goodlooking
than most of us happen to be has been somewhat modified. There
has been a good. deal offrresearch that demonstrates- that stereotyp-
ing of all kinds is quite pervasive on television.

Mr-ABEL. Could I comment, Mr. Biaggi?
Since most of your
Mr. BIAGGI. I knew you would, not remain silent.'
Mr. ABEL. Since most of yotir comments Were directed to my tea-

. tifrA and NAB, I would like to comment on that, if I could.
Mr. GGI. That is true.
Mr. EL. First of all, your comment about the telegram, per-

haps you misinterpret the importance of that or overexaggerate its
importance. It was not intended to create an adversarial relation-
ship between broadcasters and the subcoinmittee.

Mr. BIAGGI. It was not intended to promote a cooperative spirit:
Mr. ABEL. As a major trade association with members, we feel a

responsibility to inform members of the Government's request for
information, and we sent them a telegram informing them, that the
questionnaire was coming in the mail. It was pointed out.to them,
yes, that it was voluntary, but we assumed that there is no require-
ment in the United States that all, people respond to Government

- requests.
Mr. BIAGGI. Dr. Abel, excuse me for interrupting. You said we

assumed. Are you sere your assumption is accurate? Let me sug-
gest that if there was a spirit of cooperation, clearly it was not
here; that, yes, you could have stated it was voluntary, but since it
is the Congress of the United States posing some questions with re-
lation to our industry, we would'suggest that you cooperate. It is as
simple as that.
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Any way' you play with tho' se words, Doctor, is not going to
change the conclqsion that members Of this committee or any ob- .

server would have to necessarily iikrive at. We know what you do -

with words. People have crafted Om in the most skillful ways
since .the beginning of tithe. -' .- ,

We are convinced, notwithstanding your response, that the sense
of cooperation that should have emanated from your organizatiqn -
was not forthcoming, and I regret it because I hold- the organiza-
tion in great regard. .

Mr. ABEL. Well, I return'to the point that I believe that.we en-,
. gaged in a_simple co .. .., . : tion tq inform members df thesoming i

of a questionnaire `t, tie
in their office a few`days

or a few days after ,:44.gitiof the telegram -_,,... .. - -:. .
Furthermore, yon on. ...y -testimony. The Sestimony

was oriented to the atro ugeSoard Commission's report on
improving education fot ..- dhiatice, science, and technology.
That was what I had in .. 1 ,. :.. hen I put pen to paper on this testi-

: mony. And I am still convinced -as an educator, kr former educator,
that the television system Of broadiasting that we-have in this
countr3bis not the appropriate way .to address problems in educa-
tion. It is the educational system-that needs 16, address those prob-
lems, especially in the areas of: mathematics, science, and technol-
ogy education. . i,

Mr. BIAGGI. Let me suggest to you that it is Congress hat is ad-
dressing that at this point That is who is addressing ib This is an.
initiative. It is a new one. Congress is. looking into it. We have not
arrived at a tonclusion. Congressman,- Wirth will be -introducing
legislation. We do not knoW WhatjAgofiig to happen to that legi*-;
tion, whether it ever reaches Et- stage of maturation of enactment or
whether it will be reformed an -amended.

Clearly, the process is unce here, down the pike. You are
talking about what .we shoul with the educators -or whatever.
We welcome your ,suggesties in your testimony, bat we have
access to the educational community, probably greater accesa.than
most anybody in the 'country because they are here a,ll the time.So .

.., what you are delineating is not impressive. ; -

Clearly, the educators should be involved -in- the progragiing.
Then if it ever`comes to pass or legislation aver comes to pass, yourithi
broadcasters will be seeing them. They will have conaultaqtaW
there is no question in my mindas they have consultants.in othet
areas that requiri special knowledge. -' , , C.

Would you like to-complete your response? I am sorry I am. inter-
jecting, but I think this does have a sense-Of continuity.

Mr. ABEL. My testimony was related to the National -Science
Board's report. In the report they say that there should be time de-
voted to science education, mathematics, technology on broadcast
.stations, and if there is a deficiency in the educational system, I
think the educational system should address it, not the broadcast-
ing system. That was my simple point.

Mr. BIAGGI.- Well, we have .a deficiency in the educational
system. That is a given. It is recognized by all. Now, how to re-
spond to it, no single ,response. We should utilize all the instru-
ments available. We are talking about television, one of the most

.
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spevoweeralukecadesinfluential itetrum. ents that haie developed in the last
.. . - -.

' Mr. WiRrii. Would the gentleman yield?
111r;Bingsdi: I wouldhe delighted toyidldp :

. ..

me Nybrni. Jinif! to follow 143 the logic °S. M.°, Aberestatement, I°
would suggest that whim. we .have a protgram. like "Cosmos" or -a. _

program lik414`The Greatest Sin," they do not Make any difference; -
." . lhey0.4.:notiticifiqUate supplements for science 7education in the

4choolslsithat what you ineaa?
Mr. 111A. No, I do not -mean:that.

. . _. ...

.
.

ME Winni. Maybe you ought to clarify what you mean then. Are
you saying those television prOgrams .d.o not make anyzdiftereithe-?:,

r, Iiiiii. No; I thrak the programs do make a difference. hi fact,
I. mentioned in my testimony that commerciattelevisicip and public

- television .do a good job.of dealing with the broad concepts. I am
simply dealing with the point that commerciatelevision is not the
-placeto.te.ach the specific skills related.to science

I'vfr. WIRTH. Well, you are saying that, but you are formulating a
. whole operation, Dr. Abet, that is. absolutely Out of bounds in terms
. of oivInit we are' doing, as was pointed, out by Mr. Packard. We do

ndt have any responsibilities, nor should we in the Congress, of de-
fining a .Specific program that you will teach X context tor Y. That -

is an Incredible-violation of the first amenftent: Dr. Abel, and I
Would be surprised if anybody at the NAB would- that kind
of intervention ih specific -programing. = -

I
Mk. ABEL. I Was just. responding to the Natiottal Commission

statement. ,. ...
... -_

Mr. BIAGGI. Dr.. Abel, I noticed you did not respbnd to. my corn- .'
ment on the 10 percent. You said le percent of the time was cur - ,

rently being utilized for children. You are not trying to leave this
committeewith the impr4sion that Ghat 10 percent is educational
e,any part of it, are you? ' .

.,-, .Mr. Mgt. Soroe*trt.of it ib definitely educational.
Mr:SIAGGL.Tp what nittentZ' , .

Mr. ABEL. I really do not know et. hat. -, ,

. . Mr. BIAGGI. We would appreciate for the record if you d pro-
vdq this caftimittee with that part. - : - I. .--

Mi., ABEL. That is in the FCC's 1979 report. -on children's pro-; <

graxping, I believe. [See. p. 681 -. .
.

Mr. Biaaci. It ivould,;appear to _me4hat=1, watch.it.at night with
'my children and grandchildren and on Saturday mornings. I find
living very, difficult in .my house because there simply is not any .

chpice for an .adult; and7.I. am not sure I am certain none of those .

programs are edudational, the array of piograms and the types
that they haves I. 'think that is where the heavy concentration is. .I ,

arn.hot about-to Suggest how it should be programed, but certainly
I would 'suggest do not use 10 percent%n_ defense of a query with
respect to the intent of this legislation. - .

. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PfluaNs. Thank you, Mr. Biaggi.
MT; Nielson. : ° ,

Mr. NIELSON. Think you, Mr. Chairman.:
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Mr. Singer made a good point a moment, ago when he talked
about cooperation that can cane from the parents and teachers in
order to improve the watching of television at hOme.
.. I would like to ask both Dr. Robinson and Mrs. Baisinger if they
feel that his point-was well taken, that if the programs ate there, if
the children's progriuns are there, that the parsnts and thateaCA-
ers can send'notes home to the parents and coolibrate,

Do you not think that 'Would get them to watch the right Pro-
grams even- if the parents are not there? W6uld that not help them .

a lot?
Ms. ROBINSON. Certainly it helps, a lot. -We, take every opportuni-

ty to promote programing we know of in advance. and that we have .
occasion to recommend to students and parents. But the point is
that does not happen very often because there is not that much to
promote.

Ms. BAISINGER. I think the key here is the sustained regular
basis of programing. Unless parents know abdut the programing
and truly know about the content, they cannot be very effective,in
promoting the watching of such programs by children or in disciiss-
ing the prOgram, because that is equally as important.

Mr. NIELSON. Please, both of you comment on another question.
On page 3 of Dr. Abel's remarks are there better ways than than-
dat.ingAaily after-school television prograMs. -If you want students
to learn more, we .should keep, them in school for another hour
rather than sending them home to watch TV in an environment
where the teacher has no supervision, no guidance, or no review.

.DO you agreaor not agree with that statement?
Ms,, ROBINSON. I think the statement depends upon an unfortu-

nate oversimplification'sbf the learning process. What happens in
school can be greatly enhanced by:What students do in the course
Of the rest of their liVes-'-at-lailine, in 'church, in interaction with
their peers, in play, whatever

:ARd as we look at the prosPect of television to help simulate var-
ious situations whim students can see certain principles in oper-
ation, they can extend their understanding of certain concepts, we

-cannot ignore the potential of television to assist learning in that
way.

Mr. NiEisoN. My question is could it not be done better in the
school; for an extra hour in the school rather than having the same
hour at home? That is a question.

Ms. ROBINSON. I do not think you can draw the conclusion that it
can be done better in School without, some eictension of the support
given the schools in terms of resources and, media available. If the

,schools do not get increased support so that we can diversify-learn-
in,g opportunities and learning approaches, I would not sit here and
say that an extra hour would do the trick or be a panacea, nor
would I suggest necessarily that' my list of uncreative' programing
would do the trick either, because we have enough of that already.

What I am. suggesting is that deliberately develofed,programing
for young people, age-specific programing that is scheduled at a
predictable and reliable time, at a time convenient for viewing, it
would work; itwould generate an audience.

Mr. NIELSQV. I am not asking that question. Lam asking Can it,
be done with an,extra hour in school so that they would watch a
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program rather than .sending them home an hour earlier and
iswatch anything they might happen to see? That s my question.

'Ms. ROBINSON. No, I am not ivoiding your question,. I am .saying
no. ,

Mr. NIELION You Elie saying no.
"How abotit you, Ms. Baisinger.
Ms, BAISINGER. I would have to say no, too.. I think we can look'

at the way i*e are presenting science m our schools,, and perhaps
instead of all,,classes being limited. to 50 minutes as they are today,
have the science periods extended.'

But this is a'different issue. This provides a bonus or an assist to
students in their science education as proposed in the report by the
use or television is verNifferent from the formal instructional pro-
gram in school. And today with video cassettes these programs can
be recorded, and children can watch them, and refer back to them,
and' use them as they do an encyclopedia or any other reference
book.

Mr. NIELSON. Mr. Singer, did you have a comment on that?
Mr. SINGER. I think Mr. Biaggi mentioned the coordination of

education and television in Japan. The organization I represent
produces materials that are designed to encourage the teacher to
encourage the child and the parent to watch the program at home.

I do not know if another formai hour is what we are talking
about in the classroom. I think rather what we are talking about is
an hour that might be used to watch television anyway, to make .
that hour a constructive hour and combining the hour of education
and entertainment, not just hard skill development. I think that is
a strawman.

Mr. NIELSON. That is not what I was talking about. I arn talking
about educational children's television programs as you are all rec-
ommending. I am saying could that not be done through the aus-
pices of the school rather than sending them home to an unsuper-
vised situation at home?

Mr. SINGER. I do not believe they are unsupervised.
MT. NIELSON. Several have testified that when they go home, the

parents are not there; they watch anything that happens to be on.
Mr. SINGER. I have made the point-I believe it is a true one

that to the extent that we can foster a cooperative environment be-
tween the school, the home, the parent, and the broadcaster, the
better off we will all be. I think that it a given. How you exactly'
achieve that I am not going to be able to say at this point. But I
think it is a given in my mind that if you can involve children and
parents even in prime-time viewing hoursmany of the materials
that we send out to the teacher have a reproducible back page
which includes a letter from the teacher to the parent. saying we
have encouraged the viewing, of this program, and we encourage
the parents to watch the program with the children, and here are
questions that you can ask or discuss after the program is over
with your children.

We find a tremendous positive response to that. So I am not--
Mr. NIELSON. You already answered that. Yes, it would help if

programs were there, and available, and desirable. The parents and
the teachers should cooperate.

Mr. SINGER. That is correct.

.0
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Mr., NiEtsoN. I agreewith that.. I am not disputing that particu
lar point.

Let me ask another question. Let me ask Dr. Abel this question.
According to my information here, 90 percent of the television

viewing takes place Monday through Friday. There is. virtually no
children's television progiaming during the week.

Do,you have that much viewing by, children? Should there not be
more television programing? I do not mean "Leave It. To Seaver"
entirely. I. mean good children's educational programs

Mr. ABEL. I think there are a large-'number of children's pro-
grams. For example, when Mr. Fritts' testified, I think it was in
March of this year before the subcommittee, he,reviewed a long list
of local-station efforts where there are prograths or' program seg-
ments that are locally produced by local television stations that are
aired during the week. As a matter of fact, I would say most of the
children's programing Troduced koy local stations is aiied during -

the week and not on the yveekend.
So I would not agree that there is no children's programing

during the week on local stations. I think there is a substantial
amount in all sizes of markets.

NIELSON. Accading to the same data, 98 percent of the net -
work children's programs, inclUding cartoons, 98 'percent occur on
Saturday, yet 90 percent of the viewing is during the week. It
seems like the numbers ought to be more adjusted to when the .

viewing takes place, plus the fact those that are good on Saturday '0

,re preempted by sporting events and things of that nature, par-
ticularly on the west coast.

Do you not think that is wrong to have the best children's pro7,
grams available only on Saturday when they are not available
during the, -week?

Mr. ABEL. It is available when children are available to watch, \
and that is largely on Saturdaytor Sunday. We assume that during
the week children are at school during the week or a portion of
that time, and perhaps they should engage or do engage in other
activities, extracurricular activities other than watching television.
And Saturday is the time that they have free to watch televiliion.

Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask one other question, if I may; Mr. Chair-
man, and then I will conclude.

I have some concerns about the proposed. Wirth bill. I can have
concerns on the first amendment basis. I have some concerns about
how might be making decisions as to what should be on those pro-
grams. There is a fine line between what is educational and 'what
might be ideological or propaganda type programs. In other words,
if we are ,not careful, some of the programs may be designed to pro-
mote a particular point of view or a particular philosophy, either to
the right or the leftit would not matter which.

I think you need to be very careful that those programs are com-
pletely free of ideology.

Would any of you disagree with that statement? Do you have any
problems wits that statement? If-the bill is drawn such that the
broadcasters are well compensated for the time spent in this so
that the financial matters are not a problem, would the industry
object to that program? .
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I know you object on a-first amendment grounds, but if you had
some input into, what the programing was 'and if the finances ere
not a problem, would the industry be opposed to that?'

Mr. ABEL. We are opposed to governMent dictation. ,

Mr. NIELSON. I was not suggesti.Pg dietation., I.weis soggps mg
input from the hrmAdcasters themsfilves,,and from hrganizatip. So
the Ideolligy is thrown out, and you have no axes, to grind er
way.

Mr. ABEL. Then I would say there is children's programing a ail-
able already.

Mr. NIELSON. But 98 percent of that is on Saturdays.
Mr. ABEL. And most stations, many stations have advisory p els

where there are teachers involved in, the process of helping the *ta-
tion or advising the station on the creation of programing relating
to education in general or relating to education for children.

Mr. NIELSON. I have no other-questions, Mr. Chairman. -

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Wirth.
Mr. WIRTH. I thought it would be important for the record, Mr.

Chairman, to include in the record at, this point the telegram that
was discussed by Dr`. Abel and to Mr. Biaggi. I might just read that
very briefly. I believe the Chairman "would be amused. .

It says:
You will soon be receiving a questionnaire from the House Telecommunications

Subcommittee_ chaired by Congressman Timothy Wirth. Your participation in this
is voluntary. Whether and how you reply is strictly up to you The questionnaire is
.being mailed to all TV licensees, and we will ask you to supply certain program-
ming data 'to assist the subcommittee in its deliberations in broadcasting deregula-
tion legislation. While the subcommittee expresses no specific predisposition as to
how this will relate to any deregulation legislation, it will probably be used to devel-
op a scheme for quantifying the public interest standard. We recommend several
other alternatives, including some which would use existing data which have not
been required in the past by the FCC. Unfortunately, our objections to the survey
were not wholly accepted. NAB opposed this quantification.

They, go on to say that they:
will.be diligent in defeating any unacceptable legislation.

If we could include that in full in the record?
Mr. PERKINS. Without, objection.
[Testimony resumes on p. 79.]
[The following material were subinitted for th record:]

A

do.
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The AMoUnt.pi,Children's Instructional Programming
'Aired DUring the 1973-74 and,1977-78

Television Seasont

By Dr. ,Brian F. Fontes

s part of:the 1974 Polity Statement, the COmmiSsion

encouraged licensees to broadcast'more educational/informational'

children's programs. The purpose of this report is to determine the

number of instrumental programt and the amount of time devoted to

such programs aired during 1973-1974 and 1977-1978 broadcast seasons.
fir

Method

Utilizing,a list of network anilsyndicaiedchildren's

television programs aired during composite weeks in 1973-1974 and

1977-1978,1 the Task Force requested tive individuals, knowledgeablit

about children's television, to identify Programs as either non-

entertainment or,eniertainment children's programs.2 The five

0

The Abel study has developed a list of network orig1inated and
,syndicated,programs for the 1973-1974 and 1977-1978 television
seasons. A total of 158 stations appearing in 52 markets were
Sampled. For a oomplete explanation regarding ptogram selection see
Vol. IV. The Amount and Scheduling of Children's Television
Programs: 1973-74 and 1977-78 by Dr. 4ohn D. Abel. The:programtare
those that meet the FCC definition of Ohildren!'s programs,, plus those:
programs, defined by the broadcast industry as childen's progranS,

2 The five individuals are: Dr. Aimee.torr, Annenberg School of
Communications, University of,Southein California; Dr. ,Donald
Augustino, Department of TelecommUnications, Indiana University;
Dr. Charles Clift, School of Rada° and Television,. Ohici..University;

, Dr. Roger Fransecky, Roger D. Fransecky and Associates, Inc.
(broladcast contultalfts); Dr. Rosemary Potter, reading specialist and
'IV curriculum writer. These individuals are Professionally trained
in the study of children and television.
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experts were given the list of Children's television-programs and the

FCC classifications and definitions of program. types.3. They were

instructed to categorize each program according to the FCC.

r- categories. In instances when'they could not identify a prOgram, the

experts were instructed to answer "DON'T KNOW."'

pifferepce of proportions tests mere calculated to '

determine if differences in amount of instructional programs aired

between the 19734'974 and 1977-1978 seasons were statistically

significant. These difference of proportions tests were calculated

for network_originatedy54rars and programs from syndicated sOurce.s,.

and1ilstrudtional*d'entertainment programs. Analyses were based

6pon those pr9raus having three or more experts agreeing to ac

classification.

Once instructional pro:01,4s were identifid, comparisons.

Were made be6ween 1977-78 and 1973-74 regarding the average amount of
.

.

time per station devOted to instructional"programs,.

Findincs

1. Number of Programs. In' the 19*-1974 'IV season, there

were 154 network originatedprOgrams and programs from syndicated

sources appearing in the'52.marketS.analyzed in,this study. 'ThiS

figure coMpares with'167 such.progiaMs aired durisg.a composite week

in the same 52. markets for the: 977-1'978 season:, .0f those children's

programs aired in 1973 - 1974, 40 (26%),,werenetwork originated

FCC Rules and Regulations. 5670.
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programs and the remaining 114 (74%) were programs from syndicated

sources. 'There was a total'of 14 (9%) instructionaliprograms; 3

(1.9%) were network originated program and 11 (7.1%) were programs .

from syndicated sources.,.

In the 1977-1978 season, 34 (20%) of the total 167 programs

were network originated programS, while 13,3 (80%) were from

syndicated sources. Of the'..1.67 programs, 15 (9%1 were identified as

instructional. Of the 15 instructional programs, 3 (1.7%) Were

network originated and the remaining 12 (7.2%) were from syndicated

sources. The following tables-present a breakdown for network'

originated programs and,programs from, syndicated sources aired in 52

markets during the composite weeks for the 1973-1974 and 1977-19.78

television seasons.

Table I is a summary table showing the total number of

programs aired during both the 1973-74 and 1977..78 season:\i,nd the
4

number of programs'that'were identified as instructional.

(Insert Table I here).

Table II presents degree'of agreement sarong experts for

the classification of network originated children's instructional:

r

programs aired during 1973-1974, .

.(Insert Table II here)

Table III presents the degree of agreeMent among experts. ,

for ,the classifiction of network originated children's instructional.

programs aired during 1477-1978.

(Insert Table III here)

.101b.,
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Table IV,presents the degree of agreement among experts for

the classification of children's syndicated instructional programs

aired during 1973-1974:

(Insert Table IV here)

(4

Table V presents the degree of agreement among the experts

for the.claSsification of children's syndicated instructional

prcgrarrs aired during 1977-1978.

(Insert Table V here)

2. Average Amount of Time Per Station Devoted to

A 4

Children's Instructional Proorams.' The data in Table VI indicate

that there was no significant difference between 1977-78 and 1973-74

in the average amount of time per station devoted'to children's

instructional programs. During the composite week in 1977-78,

licebsees aired ah average of 2.6 hours of instructional progrars

, compared with 2.8 hours during the 1973-74 composite week.

4 The analyses do not include local children's programs due to the
fact that the five experts were unfamiliar with the majority of local
programs. Short'educationa inserts,.such as Metric

vMarvels, In the News, and Schoolhouse Rock; were also not included in
'the analyses. In 1973-74 NEC did rot. air educational inserts, while
in 1977-78, NBC aired Metric Marvels for approximately twelve minutes
during the weekend. ABC aired approximately seven educational
segments, Scholastic Rock, per weekend for total of approximately
twenty-one, minutes, in 1973-74 and 'approximately the same amount
(minutes) during 1977-78. CBS's educational insert, In the News,

'aired eleverrt per.weekend dUring1973-74 for a total of
approximately ty'-two minutes. During 197778, aired
approximately 24-minutes of eduCational inserts durr their weekend

--,children'S programs.

' .1)
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(Insert Table VI here)

Further analyses indiCatetat there were, no significant

differences between 1977-78 and 1973-74 foe.networkoxiginated

instructional prograns and such.progiams'from syndicated sources. In

1977-78, the average amount of time per station devoted to network

originated instructional programs was 2.76 hours compared 2.77 hours

aired during 1973-74. On a per station basis, instructional programs

from syndicated sources were aired, on average,1.1 hours in 1977-78

compared with an average of 1.4 hours in 1973-74.

(Insert Table VII here)

Conclusions

The data indiated that there were no statistically

significant differences in the proportion of network originated

instructional programs and programs from syndicated sources between,

the 1973-1974 and 1977-1978 television seasons. Although there were

more instructional program titles in 19771978, the proportion of

instructional programs to total.pograms was less than. the proportion

of instructional programs aired during the 1973-1974 season. The

average amount of time devoted to network originated instructional

programs essentially remained the same duiing the two broadcast

seasons and the same was true for instructional programs from

syndicated_sources.
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TABLE I
4

THE NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF NEMORK ORIGINATED AND SYNDICATED
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

A. Network Originated

Proportion
Instruc-
tional

2 Significance

Instructional
No. of
Instruc-
ticnal

Total
No. of
Prograos

1973-1974 40

1977-1978 34. /"
3

3

..075
. .088

z =.210 N S

B. Syndicated
Instruction 1

1973-1974 114
1977-1978 133

11
12

.096

.090 z =.108 N S

C. TOTAL
Instructional

1973-1974 54
1977-1978 167

14

15
.090

.090 z =0.00 N S
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TABLE II \
,.).

AGREEMENT AMONG EXPERTS ON NETWORK ORIGINATED ENTERTAINMENT AND

INSTRUCTIONAL OHILDREN'S PROGRAMS, '

1973-1974

Network Shows Total = 40

'Total Agreement: (5 out of 5) n

entertainment 23
..,.,

instruptional 0

don't know 0

'ICTIAL
b 23

4 out of 5 'agreement,-

entertainment

instructional

don't know

TOTAL

3

2

11

3-out of 5 agreement

entertainment,

instructional

don't know

TOTAL

o
1

5

% of Total % of Sdb-Total

.58 100

--

--

58 100

15 55

8 27

8 la

28 100

10 80

. 2 , 20

12 100

Ogle program had less than three gperts agreeing, or 2 percent of the

40 programs.
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TABLEIII'

AGREEMENT AMONG EXPERTS ON
NETWORK 'ENTERTAINMENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

1977 -1978

Network Shows Total = 34-

Agreement: 5 out of 5 n % of-Total % of Subrillotal

entertainment.

instructional .

don't krpow-

IC3TAL

4 out of 5 agreement

-'

entertainment

instructional

don't know

TOTAL

3 cut of 5 agreement

, entertainment
4

instructional

donht kneki- 0

TCTXL

20 59 9 95

1 3 5

0 0 0'

21 .61P' 100.0 6

6 18 86 ,

1 3 -14

0 0
°

7 21 100.0

'3 9 50

1 3. 17

4

2 6 33

6 18 100.0

,80
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TABLE IV

AGREEMENT AMONG EXPERTS ON SYNDiC.ATED
IENTEFCCADEENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL CHILDREN'S PRCGRAMS

1973;4974 4.-

Syr.d ica ted Shows Total = 1121

Total Agreement: 5 out of 5 n

entertainment

instructional.

c3on.,t know 0

TCTAL

4 auf.:a., 5 agreement

43.

7

- 10

60

',entertainment

instructional

don't know

'TOTAL

11

1

12

24

3 out of 5 agreement

entertainment 10

ins truc.tional 3

, don't know 16

TOTAL. 29

I§ of Total lit of Sub:Total,

38

6

53

72

121

17

101

v.

10 46

.1 -4

10 50

21 1, 100

9 34

3 10

14 55

26, 99

One program had less-than three experts agreeing, or 0.889s' of the 1141:
programs.

4
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. I ,. .
AGREEMFIIT N1903 EX2EFI'S .all ,5Y, DICATSP; ErrreRrAirisze.
r AND .INSTRUCTION CHILDREN'S PlICG.R.A,l'4.9

.. ; 1977-1978 . . .

.71

g

ted Shows Total = 133
10:.7q

ement: out 0-75f .5

eetairibent

instructional.

CiA I-I t; ilp31,4

Tar k,

out4 bf 5 agreement

entertainment

ins tr uc 1

abn t

TEAL,

out' of 5
.

°

entertainment
r

+instructional

clean

TCTAL

% of IrC) tal % of Sub-Total

60

6

77 .

4

5

.8

78

.8

z 4.11.

100.

14,

7,
26

3. Z . 13

14. 10 61

23 17 100

14 101 . 50

11

7
1.

, ,
1Z 8 . 39'

. f08 10 -

ptcgFarre 'rid less than' three exPerts,agree.in, br 4 percent Of
tbsT 133 programs.

:

.
efe
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TABLE VI

AVERAGE NUMBER _OR Krunis PER STATION PER WEEK
,DEXOTED./10 INSTRUCTIONAL CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS.

'"". (STANDARD ,D (n=151).

1973-74

169.4768 c

(145.229)

41977-78 Significance

153 . i761. t. =1.48
(144.249).. p =.140(2-ta-ilecl)

. L.
It

TABLE .

.

AVERAGE is.UMBER OEt MINUTcEIPERSTATION PER WEEK

:EVDOTED TO NETWORK INSTRO ONAL C9ILDREN'S.PROGRAMS
(STANDARD 'DEVIATIONS) (nr-786)

t
1973-74 1977-78 Significance

166.3953.
-.(150.996)

165.697/ t =.07
(151.49r) L5 =1943 (2c-tailed)

th TABLE VII B

AVERAGE NUMBERWF MINUTES 'PER STATION PER WEEK
DEVOTED ID SYNDICATED I UCTIONAL CFIILDREN'S FOGRAMS

(STANDARD D (n=131)
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Mr. WIRTH. I thank the members of the 'pang for being with as
today and for the cooperation of all of. you in being jipre. ° .

Thank you, Dr.- Abele we appreciate your 41:111-t, and I am -..
sure the record will be-kilin open; and we.look Yorward to working
with You. . . 7

.

- Thank you very much. . .
Mr. Pilasms. Mr. Edwin Cohen, we will hear from you first..

STATEMENTS OF EDWIN COHEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,' AG CY
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION, AND CHAIRMAN OF _THE.
BOARD,: JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICA.:
TIONS, EDWARD J. PFISTER, PRESIDENT,4 CORPORATION FOR
SUBLIC BROADCASTING; GERALD LESSER,' GRADUATE SCHOOL

F EDUCATION, HARVARD LINIVERSITY: AND WILLIAM F.
BAKER, PRESIDENT, TELEVISION GROUP W, WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING AND CABLE, INC.
Mr. COHEN. It is very approtriate that these two subcommittees

are meeting together, because I represent an activity that can only
. be understood by the concerns of the two committeesnamely,

television as 'it is used in education.
As you in particular are aware, coming from Kentlickyi televi-

sion has been tiSed in the school, in the' classrooms, for about gO
years, with, I think, notable success in many- places. Generally, .the
programing is offered as

Mr. PERKINS. Did you say most success In most places?
Mr. COHEN. I said generally with notable success in the Common-

wealth of Kentucky and in several other. States. I say that with
qualification, because the statistics, I. think, as yououre aware, are
that one-third of allot' our students in public schools make regular
use of public tele

of
during the normal school week. They will

on average receive- one or more programs thk are dsed with the
ordjnary teaching. ,

e point I would make is that while it has taken us-10 years of
Federal help, foundation help to create the delivery system, to

°create the-receiving eqhipment, We ha4e two-thirds ,of our elemen-
tary and secondary.students who are not regular users of television
,in the 'schools, You- can look, at that eith,r way: It is a question.

The 'fact here is t ful 'is television that is supported by the °
State and local edu ageheies.' These agencies pay for and

r this material. As a co ut Jibe, the
material relates tztlie schools are doing, and it as broad-
ened the things that tlle 'schools can do. In particular, it has pro- 4,I# .
Ncled a way that the schools can introduce new subject matter such

economic edu tion, such as the concern for critical thinking
d.TrOblem Sol g. These are t that the schools ordinarily

.' would take about years to abconi in the Way.of change that
- they have been able to do better an . . . ner.becttur. of television. s;...

In some places, such as California; it Is not possible for schools to
oft- a full curriculum in areas such as the arts, for instance, and
the only_ exposure the schools can provide to this area.of the cur.-

mi.), has been, and is through teleVision. This perhaps 'is a: re- -± .-
ble commentary about what the Schools have ha4 to elimi7

indeed are the s

84
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nate, but it points up what telecommunications can restore, and .I
think underscores the rnetieof this hope for television in education.

We are looking, at, as has been repeatedly pointed out, a;
concern f

.-F..

proVing and changing 'what we do in scienbes educa-)-
tion, wha we do in mathematics educlition; what we do in foreign
language education:These are, without deflating the point, matters
of national concern and have been giyen national priority It would
seem that here, too, television has an .opportunitf of assisting,.
accelerating the way that these areilkan be strengthened: . .1.

So, I guess the bottom line is,. whirff anything, Can the OSngress
do to increase the contribution of school television? I wouild answer
that by saying that one thing is to encourage the greater ni3e of
what we already have. By, that,. I mean the television programs db
not age. They are like commercial television. They can be rerun,
the average life being from 710 to 12 years of moving the one-third
that' do see it perhaps to a half or better, which is pretty good for-\.education.

1 gecond, one of the barriers to the increased use of television has '
been the lack of familiarity that teachers haYe of integrating tele-
vision materials into their teaching; into the area of teacluer train- '
ing, which is one that at least exploration by the Congress would'

'be useful in. ' I l
More importantly, I think it is possible to stimulate the develop-

ment of mor classroom television programing. The funds that.
State and lo ag-enciep have are stretched 'to the limit.
As "everybody knows, it costs considerable Money to develop appeal-
ing television programing that is at the same time instructional
mid useful.

Some kind of shared arrangement where the States can look to
and the local television agencies can look to new sources of funding
would be a way on the one hand of increasing the quality of what
the schools can offer in television, and second, at the same time,
preserving the curricultin control that the 'schools niust have over

eir own matexial.
Congressman Biaggi was concerned about the role models that

television can play, Here the textbook indUstry and those con-
cerned with school television have been very active over the past
decade working with education to develop the guidelines d the
models of what they should or should not put in programs. Bu this
again is the governance, the control question 'of when the ma rial
is to be used in the schools, and the control ought to. be in the
hands of those responsible for education, namelythe educators.

Finally, there is aand this is Illinost a technical point, but I
guess we live by technicalities. Finally, one of the difficulties edu- ,

cational television in the schools has had over the past two decades
has been that any moneys that Cbngress has appropriated that has..
had anything to do with` television programing for the schools indi-
cate when the regulations come out that these moneys can only be

, used for purchasing or leasing off the shelf items, and the schools
,-, really db not have that luxury. , -

Television program development has hot been an area that is
economically feasible for commercial activities, so nobody *makes
these programs except educators, without the money to devel-

0. op the programs, program, not t, and yet if Federal assist-.
I'.
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ante is to be twefurit,... cornea after the fact of creation. So we get
this awkwardness: r .

.
That is really aletI Winded to say, Mr. Chairman:
Mr. PERKINS. Letme thank you. We will get back with you later.
Mr. Pfister; president of the Oorporai for Public BroadcaSting. .

Go ahead. .. "-
:.k7..

. ,

. STATEMENT OF.EDWARD PFISTER
Mr. PFISTER: Mr.- Chairnig and Mr) Chairman, All .pu,blic grid

educational broadcasters and,,,.I:bilieve, parents,teachers, tuicl,chil-
dren at home and in school welcome this oCportmrik-y to be with
you today to disc this matter., . . i, '

I especially w t to.brifigThe grietings of-CPR's direct-Ors and-all
the public eduCati sal broadcasters who for year's haVe sVarecr -You", -.

,, Cdtariritment to,cluldrent.through the use of television and oftief
-....--

(/ technologies. -sA . : i'
... children's.. For the second consecutive year, CPB has reaffirmed :

programing as its No. 1, priority in the programing area."As I have .
Gsaid, all public and educational broadcasters: accept and have '.

-.1Z,:always accepted a special responsibility to address the needs of the
Nation's children. Public telexisioies, record, indeed educational
television's tecord in television pi-ogramOg is second to none. .

'7 On behalf of public broadcaiting, I should like briefly to present
a proposal, to you today. With your permission, I should like to pro-
vide additional -information to expand this proposal for the record.

The -proposal is hoed on the experience we have had With chil-
dren's and educatidnal programing over the laiat 20 or 25 years, and
.pasticillarly over, the past decade.. That experibride is -rich with suc-
cess. It includes programs like "Sesame Street," "The Electric Com-
pany," "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood, Studio SEE, Zoom," a new
series entitled "Reading Rainbow," :Tommunity of Livkig Things,"
"Think About," all of the work coming out of Mr. ColTen'i3 agency
in Bloomington, Incr., and countless series that mean se much to
children around the United States produced by public, and educe-

"-tional broadcasters locally. ..., .

That experience alsO includes after -sch6ol-use of programs like
"The Shakespeare Plays," -"Great Performances," the 'National
Geographic" specials, and of:tiers. Public television served' millions a

° and millions olphildren at home and in school. We wish and we 0
Iscpe to continue to serve those children and to add more and while
childrev, to that list.' In fact, this accomplishment is our proudeSt,,,..,,,-.
We are born out of the side of 'American education, arid we are :';:!:

.pleased to dentinue to participate in the educational process, 4 . f : '-.,,).4

Thirty,- percent of all public television broadcast hours are educa- : ,- :

. lional hours-for children in this country.,That is an amazing statiti-,-;,'''y '
tic for me, and it always has been, particularly in trying econolilic4:°!3.
times. .

. Against that brief background, I would briefly like to outline ,--,144
..proposal.

Cone, help us find the way to produce More nesv programs for r lc
successful efforts, especially, "3-2-1-Contact," theIii,g_hly regarded
:science series that has been discussed at the tablet' this. morning,
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and""Reading Rainbow," a new series designed to motivate 'young-
steraliktkeep reading.

TwO initiate a major research and subsequent .
crodUrtiOn effort ...

in mathematics.
Three, motivate major continuing efforts to develop neWschool,-

.) television materials such as those described briefly by Mr. Cohen-in
terms of the work he has been dog with State agencies and,Public
licencees across the country.

Four, expand and refine existing educational mat els wherever,
it is worthwhile to do so. .

Five, initiate efforts to research and produce remedial materials
necessary for young people who want to .pursue higher eduCation
degrees and;need 'ust one morq nudge .lin. that direction,:

ix, begin th, deltelOpil4.t Qf fUll Iblic- cable semis for-chill;
.dren inthe'Uni States.. . - ... : ,' ' '4

Seven, fund continuing researth into, tile t'eclucational -use
, of the new technolggies, including videeit'dia& , thetnielvea=-I-... am sorrr=video te*, 'the yes, and computers. 2 ', ',In 'our view, th# 'posal will elp us to, be helpfd to our c

. dfen; to tea 6' tallpreilek lt Win "enable the wisest _
television's° r f'of our,mpstjaiportOt ass'et; our; children.. ..._

- , not our app tions been so ileiFettir cut n' I am peptua .. --
. that public and educational broadcast g d be .well owthe *a
with most of the eleinents ofthiaPro' -*

We want to be helpful, aate,, Again; in our strew, _4, is not-,,,
, , verygreat, parpcularly wh Ine.asuied,.against th te til gaitia'''°- .

and risks which' have been. outlined hire this m In. tfddition .
to CPR's current appropriation,- we estimate a need for 00 Million
more annually to do the,job, as the, job must be done. That in:fact is
less than $1 per_year per using child, teacher, and paient. .----f,,,

Television can be, and we knoWthis from our: past experience in
,,,,,a variety of ways outside of the classroom and 'in the classrporn, 'a
',great help in achieving theNation's educational goals. -With they

kind of einphatic 'coratnitment wa' hope-You will. Make, television' ,
certainly:Will be more helpful thorn sit has ever been; and we want' _
to tell you; both of you, that *ekers, much appreciate your initig-
/iVe'to improve the quality ernd iba quantity bf,programi4 availa,,',

. . ble to `children. - ,

Television is an authoritatiVe instrument, and no one in public ..
broadcasting doubts that its anthority*ill continue for sonie yea
to come. in the lives 'of all of onr peoPM: :

. Thank you.
4 Mr.- PERKINS. Thank .y011:

Mr. Lesser. - ,.; F, #

.- :
kl---- E ERALI1 LESS It

#.

;i"

MrAilikgii, *4":, %1 ..iChai
rlfibtnit : .., ,i'''' 4rsitys. Thos

of.te ev.**ion c d in pa
04nefits' 14. ? :ete:"' win :a gery-lara oxiCal position 4s the fe:

*search More acid Incice onivinPuigIY. enlonstrates the' powe1' the
medium, ewe see4t..he;rig usgP - less.: less', to aohieVe the' educa- ,

tional* benefits.

Wirth: 1; am. Gerald
of us who stud] the effects

its Potential educatiOnal-
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This is not to say that' the convincing reaultS of research hay

caused the commertlid--stations abandoti- -n or-that th
.* listen-fu researchers at all, but it almost As.. the more we

discover from yew:arch and 'prograining that teleVision
eduld be &ling good thifigs for- children, the. less we do for them.

J-.:-We have now reached the point where vfliat the commercial sta- _

tions piovide for,criildren, kept for Saturday morning cartoons
and 'occasional-specials, is ymothing. .

-It is more than 'paradoxical. L a country- that places higft value
:on its, children and, yet finds it crifficult mobilize the resources to
edudatethem effectively, our fliilure to use one .of the most power-
hul-redeurces is a disgrace Skeishadowing all The other fact about
children and. television is that therd is not a y '
scheduled, weekday program for-children on,cOpitn
stations in this country. I assume that is a co4ditioli thatiltep
sentative Wirth's bill is metuit to renray.

rn Gr_eat Britain 12.5,percdnt of the total,broitdcastin time it de-
voted to programs eape6ially

, . fixes 1Z - percent, and- it is
-_,Yrumber programs-tor' viewing atoneem
;parent or an older sib
parents.to helpthetilind

In the United State-S, co

ed for children. vieden
die. that Jahan has a greater

igning,some. of them for chil-
thee-art 6 be- viewed With a
other that are designed for

ir children's development.
stations, except for those' Satur-

. day morniftg' cartoons, prOVide none. Well, what do we knot,/ that
television could deliver If we .014 cared enough, if we began, to
-taketelevision-seriously as an education resource, and. if we began
insisting:that the commercial stations take their obligations toe.chil

en serfoiasly? ,am, just going' to outline a few points witlout
-

One,, we know that television can teach a wide' range of sat.

and behavior. Some of thow were to ehis moniing.-
eonclusion,emerge# clearlylfrom psychological and educational re- .

search. . /
-Second, heYond teaching skills and behaviors, *e also know that *.N

televcs_ ion. can, motfYate .and _in
'and learn.

.,Third, we "'know th'at tele
tain_:and educate, again, a rioi

-.t,aintnent and education have'been regarded as keparate,'but televi-
sioji:fordes. us to aclinowieli0-, that eritertairiffient--need not be

at fiucation n not be unen,
o -to make entertainment in-
g source ittf excitement and

est in what children need to know

simultaneou* *both enter-
this morning:z0fthn enter-

empty of' educational vtrl

s vietionaland how to: make

-Fpur tfi,. we -know that -VieN;vi. siblings'ancr 'parents' increases
'the learning about both the it is tuld the .wot-fd al; it might
be. But wg also know that._ television in its present forta, does not-
gen cdtg-3/44:elose.to adhievink 'this. There are no commercial televi,
-sion sefie4-specifically designed for children. WhaVdp they watch?-

training- We are now. "d t

A

..k.Well, except for the genes produced for thildren Ai: -v,...ibli v
east stations,' and those are.jinlit0 to."Ssame.)$treet , :0-

. Contact';Ind "fleadingt-RainbOw," as ai, Pfistgatnention-
watch whatAre watch as adults. That l's a thutAffers is.-w

1-
they
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And what do we and Our children gee? Well, most of what we
and our children see on tele,yision is-catastrophic, sick, it is un-

-happy, or chaotic. The world-or television-pOrtraye a World of.cops
and 'robbers, inane comedies, of superheros, and fantasy spac ad-
Ventures, and mindless cartoons, and it;isa world that is at least.

zAELI slightly out of ifs mind. TheSe are not the issues that most of us
want our childreh to be nourished by. .

' What we would ask of television is show- bur children interesting
thingS about the world that they have not seerrbefore and probably
would not have a,chance to see without the benefit ofNtelevisiOn. It
could .bring them §ighte they have" never seen, sounds they hew
never heard, people:and ideas that they have not yet imagmeallit
could -'show pur children how things work, how &her people use ....

.them; what gdes on in the world, and how to think about it.
this does not seem to he asking a lot, yet television has not yet

. beguzi to deliver on its prbmise to children to show. them the per-
sons, places, and things of thirorld and what is basic in human, :-

life. Television can inform chil en and create visions of what.their . .
lives can be. _ .- . .... - c

The potential for our chitdren, was 'best described by
.

gdwara IL,
Morrow some years -ago. He said:

strumenl 4 teach, can illuminate, yes, ittan even inspire, but it car) do .

ti so the extent 'that humane ate determined to use it to tkisie ends. Otherwise,' -
it is erely lights and wires in a bo/c. _ : 1.

iluink iou,Mr. Chairman
Mr. PeitiiTs. Thank yOU very much. Now we will hear from you, .

Dr. Bakerir
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. BAKER

.

Mr. First, I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
Clan-Man, for having me here today, and I would like to COIB-

tnent on _what some of the other panelists have .already 41. I,
strongly agree. with their positions, what they have- said and what
you, have .said. There is a long way to go in this area and I am ";

"grateful that the Congress of the United Stlites is:looktrig,,at it. Let,
me, review my formal remarks; and then we will talk about some,
otheppings. ,

M arent and a former educator and a *Person deeply involved
, in ourvtkanging communication technology, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear this morning.

The education and preparation otourildren for productive and
rewarding lives inp, world which:S. ra dly changing, and the role
Which:the 'eleatroi Yide4 media pl4ya is a vitally important topic
for the future of our sodiety.- The dombination or- expertise of the
kind of people repres by thetWo subcommittees and by my
colimelists are a bold kid

epted
hecessa4`syproach for the next ecade-:

tci deal effectively with thiS problem. 6

Let' me begin by restating Group Ve interest in thisXtrea. We at
Groit W have had -a longstanding congaitinent to the greater use
of the electronic video serving the educational and ,devel-;
opmental, needs of,our"childsren:As an important source.of inforrna-
tion and entertainment; we helieVe thafi:the electronic media have -
art unnoeant role to p'ay in the echcatiorial.and inteflectu

.
4

.-
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'opment of yoring people. This role is, if anYthing, becoming more
important today because of our changing. technologic& envirdn- .

meat and increased importance in the electronic media in thellis-
semination anctiinterchange of information.

Whether welike it or not, our society is moving into an age
where the electronic video' screen probably will be of at least equal
importahce to-1.N traditional printed page as the means by which
people, speglecally children, will comniuni:cate and receive infor-
motion.

You have Probably noted that I have not used the traditional..
term "television." Our present commercial and public educational
over-the-air television system has a very important rile to play,
and we have been talking abmitthat a lot this morningrih serving
the educational and developmental 'hied)? of children: I hope the
Group W. stations,- for example, have done some good work in that
area, a high,degree of locally produOed programs, among others de-
sig ned for-childr ,.en. J.

'television station produces a regirlarweekly,
1 program. designed specifically for .yonnV .people and Offeritt
le four, prime -time specials prodirced b* it or anoter ltocal
Group W.station each year: Group W -television station ts produce

'.. public service announcements, PSA's, designed expresslyiihr yo_ung -
people on such topics as nutrition and hOalth habits. These PSAIkv..4,,,___-7
are made available to other Group W stations for4roadcast. . . ,

We'have done. things such as the "Kids' Fairy in Boston, where .
.

. we stimulated youngsters and parents in Boston irihuge numbers, 's i
-_-. intluding, I heard, 200,000 people. t

We, apply special time and content commercial message. stand- --
ards' to Vrograming designed for children in view of the special'

:.nature of thp yotfter audience. Those are just a few of the things: T
-, vie have done2:They,Ike not ettough, we admit. There must be

more. We -at Group W ere- proud of our efforts in thisf; field, and .
. 'believe that 'television stationik have an important role to play in .

the future. 'Ali :...44:.
, I should mention some work done by the commercial and public °

,networks. Shows like "Sesame Street" and "3-2-1-Cointact" are, of

: the -air the' only ball ..
coupe, ou ,.rding examples. However; must also be recognize
that our he-air televisionlsystems no lo

&

game in ' town. In.:examining4he most effective use of the video .
medihm,for children, our focus must also include a broader range:j4
of video alternatives ,now available on being developed, including

..cable telelrisfona business we at Group W. are heavily involved in,
". video, cassettes, satellite-program- distribution; use of local micro-

wave systenis, and other delivery sysienis.'.. .' °',

!.. These' new technologies, in my - opinion, also hold great potential
for setting the eddcatiohal-and developmental needs of the young

....t? in. a meaningfal.fashion.As an example of what is Possibleconsid- °,
er the fellbwmg examples. First, in the f.nrea of satellite deliiiery

_ ..,,programpamg for -cdble-tplevision,e_y_stem'uie, an orgitnizatibn palled
'-,-' .the. LearMng Channel' here; in Washhigto,r) is, now -delvering a

varied schedule of learning Vrograms to over 250' cable television 4
systems' g approximately .8.5,:million,subscribers.

WItla service, which mcldats, a v,40.9ty=of person e Ili,I. merit pro ams, irrolu 4.eacher itiseevidoirositros for d'. ,, , -1., ''
. . , a .4 ,, 1. , .

...
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school teachers and,4thaithistratora is "ore directed to adults, there .

is no reason. -Fwhy -snit lat services e I d not be. -1Ucceesfully- devekt . to

-.-oped for children,, anti the children's cable television service, Nick
lodeo, and the Disney ..Channel have already, made uniqiie contrirc,
biltions sin this area. -. g .

The special opportunities affo by the domestic commtinica-
-/ tions,satellites,plus the substantial,c finne/ capacity of cable. televi,

sion systems. are particularly suited fcir this specialized and concen-
. trated type of serfice to. the public. . -'-

Second, the distribution by microwave, ! of video programing '
within comjnunities is now a quite promising area. In the educe-
tional area in- particular, a substantial flock of spectrum has been
EillOcqted by the' FCC to what is known. as the instructional teleVi-
sion fixed service, or ITFS for short. While -this service has been in
existence since 1963, it has yet to achieve its full potential, and I
believers just coming of age as an important education_ al and infor-
mational distribution technology. ' . .

To give you an example of its potential, Group W is now ,gooper-
ating with George Mason. University.in northern Virginia in a test
program involVing the use of Group. W's satellite news channel :-

service. Under the program, otir new service- is transmitted by the
George Mason University .ITFS system to a number of.Washington
area secondary and university level schools for inschool education-
al and training pnrposei. The service is also available to others
who have an ITFS !reception capability for their begefit, and I.be-

- lieVe it demonstrat0- the innovative` uses to which ITFS7facilities
may be put in sehring educational' needs, specifically including.
thost.of'children. - - -. ..:

4 In'-my opinion, these examples amply point out the prothise
which the future holds in, the technologically changing telecommu-
ni$tions area. Our itisponsibility as educators and communicators
is to meet the challenge presented by, these new. technologies with
imovative andeffeCt*e services for children. 1-*

Whankyou.
. Mr.' PERKINS. What are the objections of the networks to the

Wirth bill? .
. Mr. BAKER. Me:, Chairman; I cannot comment since I, am not a
'television network. I wish I were, but I aril not. I -are'not a televi-

sion network and-I cannot comment on their position since I do not
'know. :

-. .. .

,

Let me juSt tell you that I think . Chairman Wirt in and otherss
. - haveiroade an effective contribution in addressing Iltemgelves to

theselmportant issues. t is: a complicated issue, and it is one, that
. we have to look at care lly. Itis something that -must-be done, hilt

exactly how to frame i presents, we admit ourselves, difficult prob-
lemS, but I think Ch man Wirth said it best, ands 'standup there

. alongside of him w naI say this is an area that we must creatively,
work together on. . 4.

Mr. McGannon, ou?.former chairman of-Group, W Westinghouse
Broadcasting & Cable, said t broadcasters:should do 'it without
Government inteiventipn, bunf they fail to act,. it was his feeling
that 1 hour, particulafly, that at prime thrie, le- something you
should. look at. . .

lb
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That is to say, if there is to be such a look at this
'000,siderotime periOd When it is programed all at one time-so that

,- people snot:.- dzifting-off to `I'M Dukes of Hazzard," ea a ann.'
EverybodY at. one time should be doigg

,the siat..-thmkitt would force the -qual*Aig..And wOold look
the polisibility of 'prime lime, where t.fie big-audiences a ist, WhiCh2:pied by the network'.

. ---Thetis are a lot of tremesYciusly creative people in. the television -
business. We have not marshaled our -forces; our creative f.
adequately in that area, in my *hew. Ono of the things I
that we at Group W have done a good jobbut erybody can o a
better-job, even us. One of the -things. ooking at is takifig fp.-
the broad view: for examgle, the "Kids' F that we have done in
Roston. We afe looking-at the ent- t of education in
onecommunitiee A/ _number of televis fans are going to .

- be focusing en the educational process in t e 'ty itself and
by being an. activist, a proadtivist, in t area, 'lying to do some-.

g-
There is`se.muCh that needs to be dene...lf anybody knbws it, itS

you folliii,,Nvho are addressing one of the rna4jor problems in our cul-
ture- today, and that is education. Those bf.us at Group W want-to
get behind you and help -you deal with theme issues.'_I support if-

.- forts to look at those'. issues, and we wasM to creatively address . -them with you, It- a difficult issue; 'and we certamly believe in
the issue of "operating upder the -public ffiterest standard. That ift-
what this is about, and that is where Wk stand. ;
- Mr., COHEN. If I could interject; Mr. 'Cliairmcui, I -have .S.12:30 _
flight to.catch, andi would appie*te being excusecjaif that is poll .
sible, wilessrou have a questidn tdAirmt to me. -

'Mr. PERKINS-. You had better' leave now. Thank you...very much.
Go ahead, Mr. Wirth.

-Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
thank the three of you. Mr. Pfister, I am interested in your sugges-
flab on the seven specific items that ought to-be in a piece of legis-
lation or ought to be supported. , I was hoping that.perhaps we -

could get your able counsel to draft those up in a legislative- form
which we migh,t4distribute to our panelists and-to our- subcommit-
tees for their reaction, and perhaps get moviog. I thought it was a
very, very conttruCtive and productive approach.

Mr. 'PFISTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will ask-her to do that.
Mr:' WIRTH. Could you do that? And we will get back to Dr..16,

Lesser, and r. Baker,. and now Di. Rubinstein, and all the mem-11113.1,
hers ,of the two subcommittees, and so on, and get reactions. Let us
get gentg on this issue. That is the substance of what we are trying
to do:

Mr. PFISTER. I appreciate it.
!Mr. WIRTH. Dr. Lesser, I appreciiiteI guess- I am a little gloomy,

in fact, about your "comments. First of 'all, Leeler's.paradox. I un-
derstand the research shows an increasing power of television as a
teacher, and yet television is being used less and less as a reacher.
Iss that Lesser's paratox?

Kr. LESSER. That ,a paradox.
Mr. WIRTH. Is it -.Ea terrible that we come back and ulps

like "catastrophic," `gsick," "mindless," "chaotic?" There is a e

4: '58
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jexicvn of gloom that-lou. used -that _certainty runs eontrary _to the
tperience of"-.this country, whlylf itt; one of hope/and cooperation*:

and:again, educating ouOvou.ngrtof future phiCh is bettor than
the past. -

Mr. LE§SF/R. 'Yes; I think this morning Mr. Nielson mentioned -
that given the little there' is/ on television specifically designed for
children, most children watch what is on. They watch what is de-

..-Vel'oped and constructed for adult viewing. When the kids are 'home
from. school, what we are talking about are soap operas, reruns of
situation comedies. I do not think the adjectives I have fused about
"sick" and "catastrophic, "unhappy," "slightly -mkt of its mipd."!..
are exaggerations of what you see on that prograjning and what
our children share with.us in our viewing.

Mr. Wirral. Then we get to the question of where do 'we go from
here. 4 think Dr. Baker hit it just -right, that there may not beI
do not think that there are one,: two, three, five specific solutions
that will magically get us-through this, but it will require precisely
the kind of cooperation that you were talking about, Dr. Baker.

Mr. BAKER. we are willing tolielp.
Mr. wiRTH. I know you are: When I was a freshman Member of

the Congress, I got my-fira lesson in responsible broadcasting from
hlr. McGannon, the farmer chairman, who came in and was a
breath of fresh air, as yog have been- this morning: I' think I can
say al] broadAsterg are not characterized by the phrage: :"Ask,
what you can do for the broadcasters, not what we tan do fOr you."'
yeu are on. the other -side of that, and that is very-welcome indeed.

Let me go' back- to .the question that Chairman Perkins asked/
which I think gets us 'again into how do we work our way through
this?.- One of the major critiques of any action being taken by the
Federal Government is th§t - somehow this is an abridgment of tbe
first -amendment. How db you -come back, Dr. Baker, and say e
would like to work,with you? -Mr. Pfister, you have been involved
in this as a broadcaster. Dr. Lesser, you are an academic looking at
this. How do we. quicklyI happen to agree with Mr. Biaggi that
that is a "bogus. smokescreen. But how do we answer that in a 4;

clear fashion so that we then can again go on and work coopera-
tively rather than hig under the obfuscation of the first amend-
ment "smokescreen?"lor

Mr. PFISTER. I ,happen to endorse Mr. Biaggi's point of view, Mr.
Wirth. I think' that the potential to, be gained, in one way or an-
other, by finding a wax to get Commercial broadcasting - ,which is
where' the audiences are although we are creeping up on them

Vkly but, surelyI just think it is so terribly important that, 'it
niueilv-cione, and, frankly, I See -ho argument of principle there at

"I'As you knew, I SOmetircies get involved in first amendment de-
-

Mr. WIRTH. Ares; we, -have had that debate on other occasions. Dr.
Baker. '

bates.
-1..

,

Mr. BAKER. I am not a lawyer. . i
Mr. WIRTH. I ain not, either. ,
Mr. BAKER. I ant speaking without benefit of counsel, except but

to say that it strikes me, Vesicles those of us in broadcasting having
first amendment rights, the children of America have first amend-

..



'went rightd, and all I tan say is, I am a .human being and. a oan-
ceinedi broadcaster who wants to use this, very powerfal-meidiue in -
the best possible way we can , , . -

We are also buss wessmen, and We- 'wan. t ep,ra. lionarable
profit -for our.stockholders. There.is a way to all of those thinlis
at the game time, and that is what wethink we can address.. It as
not easy. There are no simple solutions,.but we want to work.on. it
together. There has got to be away. In this country we can f-irid et,

_. way. I
'Wknow

it will not.be eagy) Ng we will- &kit. .

. Mr. IRTH. --Let. me say, . Di'. Miter, I think that is alinbulo.usIF:-answera really gold answer.
Mr. LPSER. My response..echoes Mr.

`
13aker's..That is, children

also hive-first amendment rights. They are, verir small They are
very short. They do. not have a, lot of money. It is very hard .fse

. them to represent themselves.. I_ think somebody, has got to repre-
sent them in their first araendnient rights. .

Mr. PFISTER. Mr. Wirth, could I just add. a point? If indeed this
does happen, and, -given the support that your notion his received,
I suspect there_is a gobd.chance that it'would happen, `I would ask-:
you some place .in the -report surrounding the legislation to make
the suggestion to our commercial colleagues-that they give us post- ,
broadcast rights, because we can then put those, rograma into .the-
school. . -

sm.Mr.,PEssms. Thank you very much:,
Mr: Nielson.'
Mr. NIEISON. I-am sorry I was not able to be here fo the testi-

mony, limony, because I was at another ubcommittee Abut I d like to
address Mr. Pfister partianiarly. Your testimony seem to empha
size that the main solution to your problem was increased Binding
in public broadcasting. That, seemed 'to be, the main thing that
came thrOugh7-Are you familiar with the bill that is currently
before the Congress that just passed through the Energy and Coln-
merce Committee? - "t- ril

Mr. PFIS'FER. Yes, sir, I am. -..

Mr. NIELSON. Do you have a strong' position paper on that partic- .
ular bill? . ,

.
@

.

Mr. PFISTER. As strong as we could rnakeit - , ..-

Mr. NIELSON. Would you send me-a cciPYT' .
.

Mr. PFISTER. Certainly. We need all the help we can get. _ ",
Mr. NiErsori. What about the comment that was 'made iv the ' .. . .

. ranking minority member of" the committee that, said, why should
we itierear yavir &ding tonsiderably .Whenall other-broadcasters
are pulling in ei a little bit? What about that Comment?.

Mr. PFISTER. Our f 1 d its hOins pulled in considerably ,"..rft,,
1.981 in the Reconcilia on Act Our funding across the country, bef--,
cause less than 25 percent of public bidadcasting fieding comes .., ''
from the Federal : Government, has been .;being decreased .ror has
been being destabiliiecl. We have not had an incAkise in terms o, t'
ability to purchaser aince.19'78. That is to say, pdblic broadcasting
was standing still when public breldcOsting in 1981 was asked to
take more than a 20 'percept eut.tfien more 'than a 25 percent cut
in the current year in, the Federal money. ' .

Mr. NIELSON. Are you talking about cuts from the previous
- year's budget?. , .
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Mg PFISTER. iriti, sir, Cuts from previous year's appropriati--
11F.. NIELSON, In Cougress,- we. defige7cuts in- a variety Of ways.

:Mr. PFISTER. -Tfiie is,a out in direr! appropriations, 'Mr: Nielson.
The answer is, I appreciate that the ccgi!Inercial networks ially beAit
makingikuts. I alswa_ipreeifite that they are making nioneyt. TheiziliC:

.... profits are not slipping verybadly. For that I am pleased. I think it 2-7,

is _wonderful for commerci anizations to via11 r%money. -.. ...10,
I do not think it is accu to .say that. pdblie broadcasting is

as-king for mole itvhile our commercial oolleagties are irideed. cut.
ting themselves 'back. We have been it back across the'cLuntry
because our organization is funded b e Federal Govetnme4, in
minor fart by State geoverm:Ren (kcal government a

sucks
and by a

ec'whole host of entrepreneurial act' es, and as the My
sin, everything sucks, in around us. . . t(

.

' `,.".Mi." NIELSON. I have: one final question on th4. Do..you believe -
,Vve could increase your funding-through private means, through,
more tax" incentives, things of this nature? Do' you think that Is a. .
possibility? _

Mr: PFIsrise Not in the foreseeable future. We have just conclud-
ed a major study Nithich,,,,che Congress askeciipublic broadcasting to°. (.,
conduct through it commission. called the Temporary Commission
on Alternative prancing. We studied every poss431e alternative
over an.18-month:petgod. While we' see some chanoe.for slight aadi-

- tionarrevenue in some of those areas,, qimmescial4azieas or7entre--
preneurial areas, the fact is that if will-1411Y be supplementaCand '
only very modest in the foreseeable future.

Mt NIELSON. One last question: When I was coramisaioner f
nan e found-that the State legislature was very; very eeeptive

- an very generous to KUED.J-lave yOu tried-to maximize your
st among the State governments; to get them to. garticipate -'
mo , .

Mr. PFISTER. :A'S much as we can. As a-matief. of factlheNgroup
of broadcasters who are the rnanagement'peOple charge l-of'.
the. State. licensed orgailizationa 'in the country afe
Memphis today and tomorrow to_ try find ways to push their

-States.harder. . 4 ;
Mr. NiEisori. What I am trying to' say is, there are more sources 0'

of new revenue besides the Federal GovernmentState legislatures
and': more private -- , .

°

.

i.Mr; PFISTER. We undtand that, Sire. We are gushing them ye

Mr. NiEisox. I do not have any other questions of you, but I (19 . .

have a general comment. I am . not familiar with Group W hroad,
casting. I was impressed by your statenient, Dr. Baker. hope you.'

, can get more broadCaSt timeavEtilable. I think that would be very
good, and I wish you weze a network, frankly. , .

I would likes to see more educational television as a waytie.tife. I
would like to see .the' public brOadcaetiJsg havea.little more pirime
time broadcasting, but I would like ';to alsb see. the commercial

:people ,get into the act. I, think it is..sothething all of you Can 'Or--
ticipate in.. '

t
On the comment Dr. Abel made efirlier today, about the first *

amendment right, .do 'you feel it would bean unifecessary intrusion
or an Unwise irrtrusizn . on their pereitiisites to suggest that they,

f9 '` 'fa

,5hEu-d.
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%Wok ilioni:efich day-Of pkiine.time educational television? Is
.

an invasion of theff:Tights, in your view? -

a timbal. As I-say, I arnns.pt ari expert on that I believe in-the-
nt rights of eyerybody in-the United States of4Amer-,

. : me-have to- look..ta the, quantity of programi'heing ad-
tl4youth of Ameriee, to_the children of America, blit*ve

'-.-: akipiluare toaook at ihe quality. ... -- - : a ..?
A -41sir$ould like all of us to focus-, too, op soma. of the other

talked, about today, which are and include -the otherWeWe are alao heavily- involved, besides the li-
televigion stations;- five VifF TV' stations; one UHF

.---i* ebb serve appro :,xinia-tElly. g-'-nialien ciahles -television
olds: il-the PnitAll St,t4as through our company, group W ,

.
di v . !'I v At one of the stimuli, or at leas- t We were in,' -"-

.., ,-, At very beginning'with trying to-get the Disney, Channel-
, ,;-.and as a cable -subberiber- myself-in COnnectieut I know......,.. : 2.

?-litttitik children spend,a,lOt of time watching Nickelodeon, and I -
--; !lam kle ted they do that It shows' good taste on their tart, I
Iii. - think'' . -- .. ..

,:_ ,-So,' 'think; let.;us 'Wk. at the wide range of things, and let"1,6.
2 404111180 Considtr. sortie of the things that my formsi chairipan,',W. .':
:' ,-1.',Sitc,Gii.nnison, -said: Let us ivak. at prinie time. -.Let tis look' at.

. "P .. it. all at the same time go there- are -not differentrplacbs doe -.,.ar.
.-,. -. tO gt.,And as a private supporter and as a public supPortei -; ,

of iublIc television, one. of the t.lungsrl think should be stated:on --,.., behalf,of-nly *leagues in 'public televisibn, 'too, is that while they
.,7i4eed moneypevery dollar that is given to thei not only. winds up

iti some good,prograining but alfko stimulatee the peopleon-miy side
.4'41e ..fiusindbit, .the conimercial side O the' business, because the' ! ._

e follys:frOA pg(lic televisionwhodo a'goodlob ean'get the other ih-,,
.stittitAon, ihlsoinrafkrcial _institution's- gems going, and can:atimuvs, , !

-NatetoVintalloing, better prograrningoqkcer,ta,kly`I am opt..(Lffaid ' '
.1.,,Of our teleffigioq stations, aid. I thitil4 some of.the.thingswe 1 ,-.

4; make Ainal*pu.sh deu,Rhusiness harder. Ai L.say; lam. ,pub all

' '.0.ne., itre-gpstanding, and I:.want.to.,:inak, e,spre we keep "tbatl wiel' ,-
V bilipiherAi ; .

=',:111r.-4111tteott-On e brief comment in comiection4nth.:Professos, 11K ;'. .' : Lesser's- 'Comment. You mentioned the Children's first amendment ,-57'.". ..-

%°.rightk.,../ dpendt kilo* what; fie implication of that -,reraark was
':, Waseaying they give a right to seek goad'iltrahly .entertiainincht 4
';pied porl quality' te!evision,., and not. be. 'exposed:45T a -iqt-lif trash?
' Mr: LPSER. That is precisely the unphation. , ., s . :: -

:"J:,' - Mr: Ni-p.soi-1:: You go along With'ista: l'faisirigees'conithentsetbis, -
nforningi,heri.f?ile said most Pf the pine is, Spent_ on things that .... P
have nothing to : b With children, they are up, at :midnight, and. So ,,,'
forth? 1,:., . ' !,' . - 1 41 - 1#". : .4.: 2.-.;. '..i' -

Mr:idaiiiisa. Yell, commented: thia .moriiing* t -94 percent, itgia 6 -
_:.. allocated. 1.'*ould-,Agree With that estill-iatO: , - . ; I 'y'' .,.:1_,`-- ,- ,_ '

: Mr. NitufON. I- have seven children, a-typical Vtah°Tamilf. /43! ,,
first foui..dliildien did not-hlye 'the optioil\of tele ion, becau*we:. k -v

4 ' , refused to buy-Ii taleyisionr'sets,I Could iiffolcriit4 bu d not intend ',, A',to have a television: For` -1k lariat ;three citiliften,i e'ver,,we re- it
lented and *hile I do .not- t to "make' coniroenti about Whidh

-.7.

, . ..6. ,.. k -

.,,..",.......:,
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children are the best in school, it is not entirely related .fi) that, but
those who enjoy reading and enjoy other pursuits are more inclined
to be in the first four who did not have television, than the last
three, who have television.- You can draw your own conclusions
from that.

I think television has a lot of good. I think it also has a tendency
to waste a lot of time, has a tendency to divert from,the art of con-
versation, the-enjoyment of reading, things of this sort, things that
are very important. I Think anything you can do to improve the ,
educational quality and make it desirable and net positive I *would

,support.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -
I was not here when the telegram that was sent out by tire Na-

tional Assodation of Broadcasters, was intrpduced in the record by
my colleague, Mr.. Wirth, but it reinforced`tny original statements:,
Clearly, what is happening, at least from that view, is an adversar-
ial .position is being created. That is unfortunate, because we lis-
thned to the other witnesses on our first panel, and we listened to -1

the witnesses now on this panel, and we all have a commpn* con-
cern, and it is positive.

Dr. Baker's response to Dr. Wirth as to what could be done is
classic. Really, what we are tenting about is making governinent

- work. This is the process. We.believe we have a problem. Its a
national problem. When you have a national problem, it touches
all, and we reach out to the resources of oil! Nation, which .are re-,
flected in your expertise, .to a large extent. Then we cull the4vheat
from the chaff and hopefully distill the testimony to a point where
we can produce a legislative, product that is acceptable to the
people and is responsive, to the ne*I.

_ So, Dr. Baker, I cannot commend you sufficiently for your en-
lightened attitude, and Dr. Lesser for pointing out very graphically
the trend of the country-with relation to television and its utiliza-
tion, and when we talk in terms of first amendment, we can argue
that, as I said before.. It is reinforced again. I do not think we

' should rely on it. --
I think we have an obligation to deal with ow moral responsibili-

,ty, and it is doable. That is the American, genius. If we apply our-
selves to the problem, we will provide the resolution. We liave done
it 'since the beginning of our Nation. It might sound like a "rah,
rah" statement, but it is a fact. It is undeniable. We have been con-
fronted with even more difficult, complex problems. We have done
it-together. fr .

That is why I take a very dim view of the attitude and testimony
.of Dr. Abel, and very frankly, in this Member's° mind, his presence
and his testimony is diminished, and sincerely hope that they
review their position and take another titude, be more construc-
tivebecause in tile end we are .dealin with the . future of our
Nation.

We are not simply alking about 'children and isolating it. We
arktalking about the adults of tomorrow who would be better pre-
pared, And again, I repeat, it is timely. It could not be more timely,
because -we -have a crisis in education.

I -
I ..,
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If we can ,implement this legislation
say satisfactory becauie I am not so
tents, and I am sure Chairman Wirth.wour
date it, and be flexible` in the -matter. It isy
our experience with .Iegislation is that wh
input, reasonable, intelligent input, there
that will produce the kind of product that we':,
supporting. ,

I think that is doable, and it should be a'
theproblern, so that in the end it is not as
to be at this point, and it is the .testimon
yourself that will be instrumental in .b
end. Thank you,Mr. Chairman. Thank you,

Mr. PEFunws. Mr. Wirth, anything else?
Mr. WIRTH. Just related to the doctors that

by you and Mr. Nielson and "Mr.
changes in 1981 both, in the authorizatio
level for public broadcasting: The autheritatio
from $220 million to $1.30 million. ,

That was the authorizatien: We knbw that
money, sooit is important, as you pointed ou
priations. The appropriations dropped from
millichi. So both from the authorization leve
ly, in the appropriations level; the- Corgo.'
casting took a major whaCk. I thinkit is a
automation and a 26- or 27-percent declin
have not asked ott*r programs to take tha
matic cut. / ,

In additioir to that, we said making tha
cut, we would like to aplore all other alterna
as Mr. Pfister Pointed out, we set up TCAF, the
mission on Alternative Financing.- This was a-
perts` on the outside, public broadcasters, private 11

BO,
m-

f ex-
ple;

and two Members of Congress, Congressman Swift and Congress-
man Tauke. Their report came back to us in Octobei, I believe.

Mr. PFISTER, The final report was just aelivered at the beginning
of this week. -

Mr. Wiliam; It just came back. It is not very encouraging about
all the hopes we had to raise additional funds from the outside.
KnOwing-that was the case, we came back and said, well, we have
to address this legislatively. That is why we have asked for an in-

' crease focused on the cost of living above the $130 million level be-
cause of those dramatic cuts.

We do not see that there are very real alternatives to funding
public broadcasting. Thus we came back with a request focused on .
the cost of the inflation index above $130 million, and is the issue
we are dealing with in the FCC authorization we hope, to
have on the floor in the next .3 weeks. We are not playing games
with numbers at all. There has been a very dramatic and real cut
in public broadcasting.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you very much, and the Commit-
tee on Education and Labor, for your generosity, time, interest, and
commitment in a joint task that perhaps again, was best otimmed

98
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by' Dr. Baker and supplemented by almost all of our other wit-
nesses today.

Gentlemen, we thank you for being with uri, and look forward to
working with you. Thank you very much.

Mr. PERKINS. I like*ise thank all of you, ladies and gentlemen.
You have been most helpful. The joint cdmmittee will now adjourn.'

[Whereuporr, at 12:30 p.m., the joint committee was adjourned.]
[The following materials were relgved for the record:]
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Covexikr.'edby GA4;14;0=1140 ETV Network
and WNEINV Burke°. New "ibilt. h asacciatton with
LtxrcHWIedia Naductiom, Now Mmlic No.;mork.

i Fuldino for this series is mode Possible by "
dhe Corporation let PublicEftoomxefing
and wow Conomw.

The Honorable-Carl D. Perkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary Secondary

VOcational Rducaticp
Committee on Educatigh and Labor
U. S. 'House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

.Dear Mr. Chairmen:

The Honorable Timothy E. Wirth
Chairman . ,

Subtommittee on Telecoimunications
Consumer Frotectionand Finance
Committee.on'Energy and CoMmerce
U. S. &nide of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

.

Only my part in a Los Angeles play'prevented me from
accepting your invitation to speak with you. In of,
television there ienothing more important than of
quality educational television programming for ch 411:4e.1

public television effort, Reading Rainbow. Our goal was sim
For two yews, have had the good fortune to be a part of a

p
but unprecedented - to use the best'televddiop to motivate
beginning readers to, read during the summer and, by.so doing, to
retain those reading skills they struggled to achieve during the
school year.

Were we successful? You bet we were. In our first week,
over 5 million young children waEched Reading Rainbow and they
were motihted.by what they'saw. Librarians reported that
children were talking about the series when they came into the
library. Not only did children ask for books by titles, but

7449 Melrose 4.994 Los ArcfrAes. CA 9004E -1213) 655-8970 l 7 441 to.rVon Avenue. New *sit NV CON - (212) .57.8400
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they also asked:for other -books by the same Authors.
,libraginn was startled to learn that only four copies. of the'-
entire'.67 books identified in_the series were not them-checked
out. -Other librarians reported similar experiences.

Parents,4teachers'and, phildren wrote us. One Newliampshire
mother was relievedlto learn the aeries would be availabe in
Maryland,,Aince,herjOang daughter refused to go on vacation if
it meant missing Reading Rainbow.' -Publisheri repottoUiecord-
sales of chfidren's,books.- some up as much as 800 - e fact they
attributed%ta Reading., Rainbow.

.

What does this really:mean? To me it underscores that we
have the talent to harness the power of television as a .

'constructive toed for learning - both in and out of school. The-
expertise to ceeate good programming is-there. What we need are °

the finanCial resources to allow talented people to get about the
4itask. Many talk about - children, but few seem willing,tosupport
irquality children's television. With the help of the Corporation

) for public Broadcasting and the Kellogg Corporation, we have been
successful in getting'15 Reading Rainbow programs on the air,
Based on the status. of current negotiations, we plan to hivellive
nee/programs next summer, ,but even.moreare needed.

strive for the time when all children's programs will-
bebof such a high caliber that as parents we can be at ease with
the knowledge that viewing television contributei to the
develOpmentAnd growth of our children.

I welcome you as partners in achieving this goal.

Many thanks :for your time and your interest in this vital
area.

lap

Sincerely,

LeVar \Bur.ton

,
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Bank Street College of Ectucation/610Wes! 112th. Street/New York. NY 10025 (212) 663-72L

PIOIER IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

0 Charlotte Wilson.
in; Coordinator

31, Rayburn 808'
ashington DC 20515

Dear Miss Wilson. '
,In light of the recommendations of the recent NSF report on science and
mathematics, the oncloide dosimtption of Rang Street College's Project in
Science and Mathematics Education may be of interest to the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance as it hears testimony regarding the Mile of
children's television in vital areas of education.

Initial funding for the Project was through a contract. awarded to Bank Street
1 by the U.S. Department of Education in 1981. When our contract with the

Department of Education ends in the fall' of 1984, we will have produced 26
quarter-hours of television programming for children, several types of in-
novative miertctmputex software for use in schools, accompanying print
materials for classrtems, and a prOtotype videodisc.

'The television tho4'in particular may be of interest to the Subcommittee. It
was referred to, though not named;- recent TV Guide article by Vance
Packard. '(The relevant section is enclosed.)

#.

The series,. entitled 'The Voyage of the Mimi, combines 13 quarter -hours of
diama/edVeniure and13 quarter-houis of documentary to prOvideupper-elementary-',
age children with a unique combination that,is'exciting, entertaining, and
informative.

Of further interest is our unique partnership with CBS, Inc., whose Publishing
Group, under the auspices of Hof% gineklart and Winston, will pieblish and
distribute the microcomputit,and print materials to schools beginning in
the fall of 1984.

I hope this information is useful to the Subcommittee.

Sincpfely,

.
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Bank Street College .of,Education/610 West 112th Street/New York; NY 10025 (21216637200

PROTECT IN SCIENCE ANO MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

In 1981, Sank Strest.College was awarded a contract by the Depart-.

sent of Education W develop6Cteleiision concerning mathematics
an

and sciehce education. ,The'liank Stile:Oral in Science and Mathematics '

Education was designed with two broad purpose:F..1n minds to improve .

instruction in these areas for Children in grades four to six and to
make computer and video technology useful in the classroom. The core of

the project is a 2a-episodd, television aeries in two parts: 13 quarter-

hours of drema/adventure about the experiences of two young scientists
and their teenage research assistants while on a seagoing expedition to
track and study humpback whales: and 13 quarter -hours fh a documentary -

format' designed to explore and expand the scientific, technological, and
mathematical content of the drama. Each segment in the es, voyage

of the Mimi, introduces scientific and-mathematical con tin a way
that arouses children's interest and, we hope,-gives them sympathetic

and accurate picture of scientists at work. The executive rector of

PSME is Samuel Y. Gibbon, Jr., Levy awardeduziing producer of Sesame
,street and The Electric Company and most mecently a consultant to 3-2-1
Contact, the elementary science series of the Children's TeleVision
Workshop. Voyage of the Mand,is scheduled to be aired on PBS in the

Fall'of 1984 with underwriting from CBS, Inc.

Microcomputer and print materials that relate to the show include:,

o Four pieces of compUter software: Rescue Misson, a-"
navigationseimulation; Probe, a tool to,gather and display.
data from the physical world using the Computer; and twO
games to introduce children to programming in the Logo.'
language; Whale Search and Treasure Hunt: ,

o Teacters' manuals;

thatworkbooks that can be used in classroom, that do
or do not have computers. A

=
To date, PSME has conClUded the development and field testing of

two pilot episodes of the television series as well es prototype micro-\

computer software and print materials. Reactions hami been decidedly.)
positive concerning all materials.

and

formative research and field
testing luggests that the content and format of the TV series bolds the

attention of children and transmits useful and accurate information ,

about science and math concepts as well ascontemporary technologies.

Filming of the dramatic episodes of the television series is nearly
Completed,'documentary filming will begin in September 1903, and
software and print materials, are being revised and expanded. By
September 1984, PSME will have developed two more games for Logo '
instruction and another simulation concerning interaction in a' closed

lw ecosystem. Negotiations are presently underway with Holt, Ronehart and

Winston, a subsjdiary of CBS, Inc. for the publication-and distribution

of classroom print materials and software. The edditional funds to be

invested; in the project by CBS will permit a significant enlargement of
the scope otthy materiels and will ensure that they receive the widest

possible dissembiation.
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*BARE STREET:COLLEGE Or EDOCATIO,
Project In Science pndMathematics Education

...ideate and mathematics education, particularly at the elementary
level, faces itb most serious challenge since the 1950s. The enormous
post-Sputnik posh to bolster science.and matb.education,with its
resultant plethora of curricula and Programs, lost its momentum and
support in the late 1960s in the face.of social upheaval mp an extraord-
inary scale Education, a.most indicativeharommer of societal climate,
demonstrated amply the perceivetconflicMbetween human and scientific 7,

progress. Twenty years later, -with most educational indicators reportiag'.°
a bleak picture of student achievement, we hive come to recognise Chao
social and scientific growth may not be mutually exclusive. But how is
a nation of scientifically and mathematically illinforted citizens-to
be attended to after two decades of neglect?"

"s
The conseqbances of this nimYlect abound. Wbilmverbal scoress\on

Standardized tests. have improved for the first time in years, scermFon
the math section of the SAT. have dropped from; a mean of 502 in 1963 to
466 in 1980. -The numbqr of science courses taken -by high school students
has also dropped' in recent years,' a trend that *hove no signs of abating
(mg/DE, 1960). Cdhcerning elementary grades, a recent convocation of
the National Academies of Sciences and-Engineering (1960). reported that

by the end of third grade almost half of all AmeFican.childrendisplay
an active dislike for scienti and indicate that they would not like to
take any further science claisas. ThiMpercentagi increases as the
grade level rises.. With regard to mathematic', a wealth of information
exists documenting the "fourth grade slump' particularly among females
(Hilton and Berglund.- 1974).

Aithougn it is still. unclear how educators will respond to the
challenges posed by the current state of science and math education, it
is .cliarly an issue of national importance. As President Reagan noted,
"The problems today in.elemintary and macon4ari scbool science and
mathematics education are seriousserious enough to compromise Aelrica's
future ability to develop and advance our industrial basM'to comet", in
international marketplaces. Failure to remain in the industrial fore-
front resat' in direct harm to our 'American economy and'standard of
living.

'While the future of science and math education is not clear, its
present state is more certain. Teachers are less qualified to teach.-
science and hive greaten commitments to other curriculum areas
(Oerlovich a Downs, .1980. During the five classroom hours available
each school day, elementary grade teachers.de4ote on the ge only 45
minutes to uathesatics and 20 minutes to science (Horn and James, 1981).
sack-to-basics adVbcates_urge a rote approach to the "3AM" (which do not
include science) and place a Iriority on memorization of factitnd
technical Varna. As Dr. Frank Press, President of the National. Academy.
of Sciences, asserts, "Science may have become astronomy without the
'stars...botany without the flowers...geology witholit the mountains and
the valleys.'
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CONVEYING THE EXCITEMENT OF SCIENCE
Project in Science and Mathemalics Education
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for easy art eis by children. togo-
has outst,y4ling graphic capau...
bridles, leads children to an undur-
standing of basic metric
concepl,LAnd idea n
understaiiding uttion

,to programming. F Y s

without computers. e package
will include laactivities that par-
allel those the children do on cons- "7.

puterS. tb) guides to math-and
.prohlem.solving skills, Ic) written
materialsc bans. graphs, and stu
dent worksheets. (d) notes to
teachers, and le) a cross-reference
of subject matter and index to
c afoom materials.

Explicit teaching is ruble
within the TV series to e extent
that it it natural for th scienlitts
to teach the student mernberi dr
the crew Classroom activities and
Mei oromphteihrxerCises will es.
tepd many additional ideas.tbat
are implicit in the series itself
They will also give children °poor...
tundres to manignfilatemiaterials
and apply'principles in concrete
fashion

leaching by example is particu-
larly important in tbkcase of the
project gdals that have to do with
c hildren's attitudes toward
science and oppreciatifin of its
huiNin use, "We hope that the
TV series can communicate 'the
idea that science is an exciting
and rewarding human enterprise
which is not the exclusive pro-
vince of white males." says CAI..
bon ,"We hopest can how'

ience and techriolog{ .on
Uute to each other w de rats-

.. ;Sures about the consequence:.
'if of aptifying science and techno6

ogy and about the responsibilities
of both scientists and the public

4 Our strategy w to try to create

tive'researc hlunl designed ,rsd
conducted field tests with class-
room tear hers and student l. Test.
ing sites during the first yea,
preluded New 'folic City-and Scars
dale. Nes. York, as well as ,ices In A
New jersey and Michigan.lInfor-
tration provided by such research
is a Central consideration ill design
ing and developing the firlal pro.
led deliverables,

The Priiiiect in ScienCelMathe-
matics Education is ascollabora-
tive venture under CibbOn'k over-
all direction. Microcomputer
applications for the classroom are
being de'veloped by Bank Str'eers
Center for Children and Teehnol,
ogy and two Cambridge-based

Comput4r Learning Con
nection, Inc. and Technical Edu-

these attitudesand sensitivities,
not through exotic it'leac ng or
preaching, but through the devel-
opment and interplay of charact
Ire in the TV series;'.

Kt-Search has birth informed .
early decisions aboutliny, t
sign and infivided i
kick for ontile., ierinonl'nt of the
varioius elements, are de
veloped. Linder Ira -roan of

Karen Shemgidd tit the Center ir;r
CtuTelni and lt,c hnotogy, the re

reign Research Csnters. Tele-
Vsion production is bting under
taken by Beice River Films, Inc,.
also based in Candwigge. .

Batik Sireet personnel include:
Lorin Croggs, special assistant to _ ,

Sam Gibbon; Karen Sheingold,
putt' &reget for evaluation; Bah
bara Dubltsky.sOordinator of
cfassroonymarerials: Ian Hawkins,
and Cindy Char..evalugtion spe-
cialists; Tom Roberts. assistant oval-
ua.rion 'specialist; Mary Fitipatrick,.
Content researcher; and Philip h.,
ler, technical miter/researcher. In
addition, Iwo consultanttare set,
ing key functionsioRichard Hen '
&irk, he-ad writer Iscripts), and lbff
TraVets. coordinator of curriculum 41'
development.

More information about Bat& Street.. .
.

. . .
Bank Street College, founded in 1916 as the Bureau of Educational Experi-
ments. is aleader in early cluldhoIscl education and a pioneer in improving the
quality of education f or children and uth. We at Bank Street perform three
interrelated activities .teaching, r search, and community service
through'd Graduate School of Educat n. demonstration model School f 6r
Children. Divisiori..School an tornmunity Services Division.. and
Publications Group

T he Ptoiect In Science and MathematicsEdIstIon is part of the Researc h Divi-
gn but also includes personnel froM other divisions of the College as well as

interdisciplinaiy speoulists from outside Indeed, this is a hallgrark of the Bank
Street approach to education: the bringing together of peon% from different

-backgrounds to integrate and weave their professional training, skills, and
experient es in an elidet to find solutions to ghe educational problems of our
complex societ i
Among Bank Streeri other programs and protects in science and mathematics i
education

Center -tor Children and Technology. Doing 'research &Ida) how electronic
technology, such as the microCpmputer, may influeneechilaren's learning and
Ibl agqinring:reserachbased knowledge onpow to use technollogy to the devel.
opmental and educational advantage of children Center stall teach the.course
"Micro'computers in the Classroom. Practice and Theory" in the Graduate
School of Education and "Microcomputer s An Introduction fhrougti the
LOCO Language" through the New Perspecfires series of one-credit and twee
credit summer or wet-Send graduate courses The Cehter alp...offers computer
Woikshops on classroom uses of mocrocomputers (For techrUcal information
ant to arrange workshops. call Barbara Dubitsay at (2121663i7j00.extension
3891

. Expanded Programs. From the Bank Street Graduate School ofkdc'ation,
providing mservice training for teachers at the tegehers'owp worksite
cause work, seminars, and consultation in areas s6ch as curriculum develop-
ment and evaluation Among the Courses offered is "Mathematics for
hachers

',lora ti Workshop for Environmental.learnIng..110-larriman State Park, pro-
viding training in enveonmentac education for teacher, 1 rum inner city and
suburban schools :'Interrelated Silence Workshop in theUrban Environment"
is a cieebased version of the Tilrati,Workshop course It helps city school
teachers integrate science with oThrr areas of the curriculum

Bank Street College Is located on the Upper West -Side of Manhattan Our
n6ighhort include the Cathedral of St John the Divine, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Col bia University. Barnard Colltrut. apdahe Manhattan School Of
Music. wea ten-minaret by nubby transportationfrom-tincoln Centel for the

,Taff has conducted forme- Perlormin its and twelve minutes acrosiCentral Park to Fifth Avenue and
is "New Yor City's Museum Mile

r
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